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Beauty Forum Award 2006 

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2007/2008

Perfect Line (Poland) 2009

Medical Design Excellence Award (USA) 2009

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2009/2010

Beauty Forum Award 2010/2011

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2011/2012

Beauty Forum Award 2012/2013

Beauty Forum Readers‘ Choice Award 2013/2014

Beauty Forum Sonderpreis der Redaktion Spa International 2014

Spa Professional Mexico 2015 Product Award for Best Spa Furniture

DERMASCOPE Aesthetician Choice Awards 2016 - Favorite Spa Equipment

ESPA innovation Award 2016 - Innovative Spa Concept

Wellness & Spa Innovation Award 2016 - Beauty & Body Care Treatments

Spa & Wellness Mexico Product Awards 2016 - Best Spa Furniture

Beauty Forum Sonderpreis der Redaktion Spa International Award 2016/17

Various awards from the wellness, cosmetics and medical industries for individual products, innovative developments, 
the highest levels of quality, superb designs and the highest standards of service and warranty confirm our concept. 

Awards
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Become a designer!
Our local production means we are able to respond to your special-
ist requirements with flexibility and to implement them quickly. In 
this way we offer a service which is unique in this sector: you can 
also become a designer of your own bed!
On the MLW F1, the visuals of the side walls can be designed ac-
cording to your taste and the ambience of your room. A choice of 
over 50 elegant wood and colour décors in high gloss or matt are 
available. For the metal covering, the finish is optionally available in 
an RAL colour. In this way you can find the colour which suits both 
you and your bed. And as the perfect finishing touch you can also 
choose the upholstery for the bed, which is available in an extra 
soft version, to match the colour of the base of your bed in either 
white, cream or choco.  

In the form of a special highlight your bed can also be fitted with 
lateral LED strips. Situated on the underside of the bed, these il-
luminate the floor as well as part of the casing.
The colour of the light can be chosen individually or as an infinitely 
variable colour gradient. In this way they create a pleasant and 
exclusive atmosphere.
To ensure the completely coherent and harmonious appearance 
of your spa, studio or medical practice we offer exclusive furniture 
and furniture collections.
Designed in an elegant, functional and customer specific way they 
can also be individually configured in terms of their décor and col-
our and can be combined perfectly with our spa beds.
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Made in Germany

To ensure that we do justice to the „Made by Gharieni“ label, we 
keep to the principle of „quality without compromise“. This also en-
tails a guarantee of quality, as only this can offer customers trans-
parency and security to the same level. To provide you with clear 
facts with regard to the proof of origin and to demonstrate that so-
cial responsibility and consumer interests are of great importance 
to us, we have undergone a costly certification process by TÜV 
NORD, and since early 2012 it has been „official“: in accordance 
with the TÜV NORD test criteria, our treatment beds and multi-

function treatment units are now able to display the „Made in Ger-
many“ seal! Our manufacturing and administration processes are 
of course subject to constant quality checks. The comprehensive 
quality management of our business processes has been in place 
for over ten years now, and includes the ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 
certifications. As a customer, this guarantees you quality of prod-
uct and equally excellent service – a combination that is otherwise 
very hard to find!

Treatment Beds and Multifunction Treatment Units
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AIDA-Cruises, Hyperion-Klasse // TUI Cruises, Mein Schiff 2 - 5 // MS Europa 2 // P&O Pacific Dawn // Best Western Spa & Familien Severin’s Resort 
& Spa*****S Sylt, Germany // Grand Hotel & SPA Kurhaus Ahrenshoop***** Ahrenshoop, Germany // Titanic Hotel Berlin***** Berlin, Germany // Hotel Walpurgishof**** 
Goslar, Germany // A-ROSA Scharmützelsee***** Bad Saarow, Germany // Hotel Bülow Palais***** Dresden, Germany // Hotel Hyatt Regency***** Düsseldorf/Mainz/Köln, Germany 
// Grand Hyatt Berlin***** Germany // Hotel Traube Tonbach***** Baiersbronn, Germany // Jumeirah Frankfurt*****  Germany // Parkhotel Bansin**** Usedom, Germany 
// Steigenberger Hotel Frankfurter Hof*****  Germany // Grand Hotel Heiligendamm***** Bad Doberan-Heiligendamm, Germany // The Westin Grand München***** 
Munich, Germany // A-Ja Resort***** Warnemünde, Germany // Althoff Seehotel Überfahrt***** Rottach-Egern, Germany // Lindner Hotel Dom Residence**** Cologne, Germany 
// Brenners Park-Hotel & Spa***** Baden-Baden, Germany // Schlosshotel Bad Wilhelmshöhe Conference & SPA****s Kassel , Germany // Nordseefarm**** Büsumer 

Deichhausen, Germany // Aalernhüs Hotel & Spa St. Peter Ording, Germany // Hotel Nikko Düsseldorf****s Germany // Hotel Villa Hammerschmiede***** Pfinztal, Germany // Hotel 
Bergström**** Lüneburg, Germany // Wellnesshotel Bodenmaiser Hof**** Bodenmais, Germany // Steigenberger Hotel am Kanzleramt***** Berlin, Germany // Titanic 
Deluxe Berlin***** Germany // Titanic Chaussee Berlin**** Germany // Hotel BEI SCHUMANN****s Schirgiswalde, Germany // Budersand Hotel, Golf & Spa***** Sylt, 

Germany // Cliff Hotel Rügen - Resort & Spa***** Germany // Colombi Hotel***** Freiburg, Germany // Das Stue***** Berlin, Germany // Althoff Grandhotel Schloss 
Bensberg***** Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany // Kameha Grand Bonn***** Germany // Hotel Romantischer Winkel***** Bad Sachsa, Germany // Steigenberger Grandhotel 
& Spa Usedom, Germany // Swissôtel Dresden Am Schloss***** Germany // The Mandala Hotel***** Berlin, Germany // Das König Ludwig Wellness & SPA Resort 
Allgäu****S Schwangau, G ermany // Moselromantik-Hotel Keßler-Meyer ****s Cochem, Germany // Kempinski Hotel Frankfurt Gravenbruch***** Neu-Isenburg, Germany 
// Lindner Parkhotel & Spa**** Oberstaufen, Germany // InterContinental Düsseldorf***** Germany // Ulrichshof Baby & Kinder Bio-Resort**** Rimbach, Germany 
// Wellings Romantik Hotel zur Linde**** Moers, Germany // Treschers Schwarzwald Romantikhotel Titisee-Neustadt, Germany // Steigenberger Grandhotel and 
Spa Heringsdorf, Germany

Hapimag Resort St. Michael**** Lungau, Austria // Grand Hotel Wien***** Vienna, Austria // Hotel Sans Souci***** Vienna, Austria // Grand Tirolia***** Kitzbühel, Austria 
// Park Hyatt Vienna***** Austria // Aigo Familien- & Sportresort****S Aigen, Austria // Hilton Vienna Plaza***** Austria // Grand Hotel, Wien***** Austria // 
Alpenresort Schwarz***** Mieming, Austria // Ritzenhof - Hotel & Spa am See Saalfelden, Austria // Gstaad Palace***** Switzerland // The Dolder Grand***** Zurich, 

Switzerland // InterContinental Davos***** Switzerland // W Verbier***** Switzerland // Hotel De Rougemont ***** Switzerland // The Alpina Gstaad***** Switzerland 
// Hotel Crans Ambassador Luxury Sport Resort***** Crans-Montana, Switzerland // Falkensteiner Jesolo Hotel & Spa***** Lido, Italy // Falkensteiner Resort 
Capo Boi***** Villasimius , Italy // GOCO Spa Venice at JW Marriott***** Italy // Golf & Spa Resort Andreus***** St. Leonhard, Italy // Mandarin Oriental Milan***** 
Italy // Maison Albar Hotel Paris Champs-Elysees***** France // Le M de Megève***** France // InterContinental Marseille Hôtel Dieu***** France // Hotel 
Molitor Paris - Mgallery Collection***** France // Le Pavillon de la Rotonde***** Charbonnières les Bains, France // Hotel Sofitel Biarritz le Miramar Thalassa Sea 
& Spa***** France // Hôtel La Réserve Paris***** France // Grand Hôtel de Cala Rossa & Spa by Clarins R&C***** Korsika, France // The Ritz-Carlton, Budapest 
***** Hungary // Hotel Ile Rousse***** Bandol, France // Lucknam Park Hotel & Spa***** Bath, England // Seaham Hall Hotel & Spa***** Durham, England // Dormy 
House Hotel & Spa***** Broadway, England // Brimstone Hotel Ambleside,, England // Radisson Blu Edwardian***** Manchester, England // Park House Hotel & Spa**** 
Midhurst, England // Ramside Hall Hotel & Spa**** Durham, England // Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa ***** St Helier, Jersey // Four Seasons Hotel Hampshire***** England 
// Galgorm Resort & Spa**** Antrim, Northern Ireland // Talacre Beach Holiday Home Park Wales // Gazelli House London, England // The Manor House*****Wiltshire, 

England // Keswick Reach Lodge Retreat Great Britain // Hotel Meliá Girona**** Spain // Marbella Club Hotel***** Málaga, Spain // Sheraton Mallorca Arabella 
Golf Hotel***** Palma de Mallorca, Spain // Park Hyatt Mallorca***** Spain // The Ritz-Carlton***** Istanbul, Turkey // Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum***** Turkey // 
Gloria Serenity Resort***** Belek, Turkey // Maxx Royal Kemer Resort***** Kemer, Turkey // Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort***** Belek, Turkey // JW Marriott 
Hotel Ankara***** Turkey // Raffles Istanbul***** Turkey // Vidago Palace Hotel***** Portugal // Hotel Metropol***** Monte Carlo, Monaco // Hotel Lomnica**** 
High Tatras, Slovakia // Hotel Arlamów**** Poland // Hilton Tallinn Park *****  Estonia // Four Seasons Hotel Moscow***** Russia // IDW Esperanza Resort***** 
Litauen // Nikki Beach Hotel Porto Heli ***** Porto Cheli, Greece // Intercontinental Doha***** Qatar // Hotel Sofitel Dubai The Palm Resort & Spa***** UAE 
// Atlantis Dubai***** UAE // The Oberoi***** Dubai, UAE // Six Senses Hideaway Zighy Bay***** Oman // Viceroy Dubai***** UAE // Palazzo Versace Dubai 



***** UAE // Four Seasons  Abu Dhabi***** UAE // The Address Downtown Dubai***** UAE // Talise Spa Madinat Jumeirah Dubai, UAE // Burj-Al-Arab***** 
Dubai, UAE // The Peninsula***** Hong Kong // The Ritz-Carlton Doha***** Qatar // Rosewood Beijing***** Peking, China // Four Seasons Resort Langkawi***** 
Malaysia // Emirates Palace Abu Dhabi ***** UAE // The Chateau Spa & Organic Wellness Resort***** Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia // Cheval Blanc Randheli***** Noonu-

Atoll, Maledives // Sofitel Marrakech***** Morocco // Mövenpick Hotel Gammarth***** Tunis, Tunisia // Velaa Private Island Maledives // La Cigale Tabarka Hôtel-
Thalasso & Spa - Golf***** Tunisia // The Oberoi Sukhvilas Resort & Spa***** Punjab, India // Anahita The Resort***** Mauritius // Four Seasons Hotel The 
Westcliff***** Johannesburg, Southafrica // Hotel Sofitel Agadir Royal Bay Resort***** Morocco // Velaa Private Island Maldives // Crown Towers Perth***** 
Australia // Sofitel Abidjan Hôtel Ivoire***** Côte d’Ivoire // Jumby Bay, A Rosewood Resort***** Antigua // Hilton Barbados ***** // Gran Caribe Kuba // Cheval 
Blanc St-Barth Saint-Barthélemy // The Brando Tetiaroa***** French Polynesia // Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills***** California, USA // Carlsbad 
Oceanfront Resort & Spa***** California, USA // Grand Hyatt New York***** USA // Park Hyatt***** NYC, USA // Four Seasons Surf Club Miami ***** USA // 
Conrad Bora Bora Nui***** French Polynesia // Cosmopolitan Hotel East Tower ***** Las Vegas, USA // Peninsula Chicago ***** USA // Peninsula New York ***** 
USA // Sothys Spa at Lucky Dragon Hotel & Casino***** Las Vegas, USA // Kona Kai Resort*** San Diego, USA // The Setai Hotel ***** Miami, USA // La Cantera Hill 
Country Resort**** San Antonio, USA // The Breakers***** Palm Beach, USA // Four Seasons Hotel Houston***** Texas, USA 
7 Welten Therme & Spa Fulda/Künzell, Germany // Rupertus Therme Bad Reichenhall, Germany // Caracalla Therme Baden-Baden, Germany // Bali Therme Bad Oeynhausen, Germany 

// Aiyasha Medical Spa Munich, Germany // Dermedis Germany // Babor Beauty Spa´s Germany // Flughafen Düsseldorf Germany // Lufthansa Lounge Frankfurt 
Airport Germany // Nordseefarm Büsumer Deichhausen, Germany // Purezense Spa Baden-Baden, Germany // H2 Beauty Lounges Bad Nauheim, Germany // KaDeWe Berlin, Germany  // H1-
Spa Konstanz, Germany // Pauline Bolmerg Kosmetik Berlin, Germany // Lasmiranda Tattoo & Beauty Herrenberg, Germany  // Delightful and Pure Kosmetik Hamburg, Germany 
// HAUT+ Kosmetikinstitut Frankfurt, Germany // BABOR Beauty Spa Wien Vienna, Austria // Dhevari Spa Wien Vienna, Austria// Cosmeda International Rinteln, Germany 
// Cosmetic Institute Munich Airport, Terminal 2 Germany // Phytomer Spa & Wellness à St Malo France // Deep Nature Spa & Thalasso Algotherme 
Deauville France // Clarins Skin Spa Neuilly sur Seine France // Aquamoon Paris, France // Les thermes d'Evian Evian les Bains, France // Printemps Lyon, France // THIRTY 
NINE Monte Carlo  Monaco // Limelight Spa (Rolex) Biel, Switzerland // The House of Elemis London, England // Lanes of London England // Yelo Spa Worldwide // King 
Waterpark Dallas, USA // Island Spa Catalina Catalina Island, USA // Dr. Sears Center for Health and Wellness Palm Beach, USA // Bonita Bay Bonita Springs, USA // Ocean Reef 
Club Key Largo, USA // Âme Spa & Wellness Collective at Turnberry Isle Florida, USA

Hautarztpraxis Vorderer Westen Kassel, Germany // Die Ästheten - Mecial Spa Munich, Germany // BLUSH Beauty & Skin Clinic Amsterdam, The Netherlands // Doctors inc. 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands // Mohs Klinieken Amsterdam, The Netherlands // Guerlain L'Institut Praha  Prague, Czech Republic // Institut de Formation et de Perfectionnement 
aux Métiers Nanterre, France // Dr. Dennis Gross NYC, USA

Rizzato Spa Consulting Tettnang, Germany // Cosmeda Rinteln, Germany // Academie Scientifique de Beauté Baden-Baden, Germany // Dermalogica Schulungszentren Germany 
// Dr. Babor Schulungszentrum Aachen, Germany // Klapp Cosmetics Schulungszentren 
Germany // Malu Wilz Schulungszentrum Munich, Germany // Reviderm Munich, Germany // 
PUREBEAU Schulungszentrum Berlin, Germany // KTA Stabroek, Belgium // Ine Reyntjens Zwevegem, 

Belgium // Chamomilla Vollenhove, The Netherlands // Absolution Creative Apothecary Appeldoorn, 

The Netherlands // Skins Cosmetics Groningen, The Netherlands // Dermalogica Breda, The Netherlands // 
Thalazur Arcachon, France // ENVIRON Benelux, France

Ligne St. Barth Munich, Germany // Hildegard Braukmann Kosmetik Germany // [comfort 
zone] Deventer, The Netherlands // Clarins USA Miami, USA // La Colline, Switzerland // NIANCE World 
of Luxury, Switzerland // Goldbad, Switzerland // Vinoble Fresing, Austria   // TOPSI Parfümerie & 
Kosmetiksalon Vienna, Austria // and many more!



Spa Connectors supports the pre-openings of many 5 star luxury spas globally and we recommend Gharieni, not only 
because of the incredible quality of their equipment but because of the outstanding service and after care support they 

consistently offer. This is one supplier we never hesitate to recommend!
Kathryn Moore Founder & Managing Director von Spa Connectors

When I first saw the Gharieni Quartz Spa Table and heard of the concept I was extremely excited. For my whole career I 
have been working with ancient healing methods yet I have always been interested and fascinated by new and progressive 

technologies. The quartz concept brings an element of deep healing through modern technology – the perfect balance.
 Sean Jordan, Master Therapist

We chose the spa tables of Gharieni and we are very happy about the "Porsche" of the treatment beds. These spa tables of-
fer a special luxury thanks to the wide lying surface, the comfortable upholstery, the individual adjustment functions and, 
in particular, the heatable lying surface! Our guests feel immediately relaxed when they lie down on the treatment beds.

Sonja Slodki, SPA Managerin Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts, Heringsdorf

Our guests appreciate the comfortable treatment beds, which are heatable and have the optimum width even for more 
corpulent guests. We therapists like, that the couches are adjustable in many different positions by a very simple operation. 

As a matter of fact an ergonomic workflow is possible.
.

René Zinner,  Spa-Manager, Bülow Palais Dresden
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We found innovation, uniqueness, high quality, and a number one selling attraction with Gharieni¹s MLX Quartz Spa Table. 
The experience our guests receive on this table is truly amazing and stands out above the rest. The heated sand delivers a 
deeper sense of relaxation, which increases the benefits of any massage performed on this table. EXCELLENCE, at its finest!
Dan Pierotti, Vice President Spa Development & Operations, Noble House Hotels & Resorts

In Emirates Palace we have been using two Gharieni podiatry chairs especially designed for Bastien Gonzalez since 
two years without any problems. They are convenient, malleable and easy to use. The programs to save some position 
are also useful. 
Our guest give a good feedback: ‘very comfortable chair’, ‘I could sleep on it’, 'Oh nice chair'...
I am also happy with the after sales service. 
Laetitia, Studio Manager, Emirates Palace

Gharieni produced an amazing product for us and we couldn't be happier with the results. They really took on our project 
as it was their own and they pulled through to the finish line. We are very happy with the lovely signature Quartz Massage 
Bed and have received some great comments about it. This creates our Crystal Life Spa brand being unique and outstand-
ing. We plan to work with Gharieni again for our future Cruise SPA projects. Thanks again Gharieni!
Annie Fung | Assistant Vice President, Spa Wellness & Medical, Onboard Revenue & Guest Experience

The treatment beds from Gharieni are a real highlight. Because of their optimum electrical adjustment working is very 
easy, time-saving and ergonomic – no matter if we are making tattoos or even body treatments. Moreover our customers 
are impressed of the unique comfort of the heated soft upholstery. The exclusive design of the spa table matches our ambi-
ence perfectly.
Robyn Cher Klittich und Lisa Klittich, Lasmiranda Tattoo & Beauty, Herrenberg-Gültstein
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Our Partners

www.pharmos-natur.de

www.academiebeaute.com

www.thalgo.de www.pietrulla.de

www.gemology.fr

www.boerlind.com

www.themae.frwww.phytomer.com

www.evalmont.com

www.reviderm.de

www.vinoble-cosmetics.at

www.schrammek.de

www.voya.ie

www.maluwilz.de www.shiseido.com

www.colline.fr

www.sothys.de

www.lignestbarth.com

www.ergoline.com www.monteil.com

www.biologique-recherche.com

www.guerlain.com www.clarins.de www.babor.comwww.elemis.com

www.klapp-cosmetics.comsubtleenergies.com.au

www.la-mer.com
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www.cindarella.com

www.rkf.fr

www.absolution.nl

www.janssen-cosmetics.com

www.aurachake.fr

www.skinceuticals.com

www.nohem.com www.sixsenses.comwww.kerstinflorian.com

www.purebeau.com www.gertraud-gruber.de

www.cinqmondes.com

www.dermalogica.de www.deynique.org

www.fox-kosmetik.de

www.eckstein-kosmetik.de

www.weyergans.de

www.maria-galland.de/

www.ishga.co.uk

www.goldeneye.de

www.cnc-cosmetic.de

www.epiladerm.de

www. piroche-cosmetiques.de www.tiptouch.com

www.hannahcosmetics.comwww.hildegard-braukmann.de www.comfortzone.de www.olymp.dewww.thalion.com

www.dornbracht.com

www.ist.de

www.gazelliskincare.com www.niance.ch www.schupp.eu www.vitalisdrjoseph.com

www.drburgener.com

www.klafs.de

www.gocohospitality.com

www.spaconnectors.com

www.bamford.co.uk

www.rimpler.dewww.gertraud-gruber.de
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Upholstery

Airback
This ergonomic Lordosis support system is filled with air by 
hand pump (on some models also electrically or as triple ver-
sion). Particularly during long treatments or at customers with 
back complaints „Airback“ is appreciated.

Smart-Thermo
The intelligent Smart-Thermo heating system is integrated 
into the cushion of the couch and works with modern micro-
processor technology. During the start-up phase, it heats 
with full power to achieve a comfortable temperature on the 
surface as soon as possible. Then, it is kept constant until 
the safety switch automatically turnes off the heating after a 
predefined time. The variable parameters are adjustable via 
a programming sequence, which is initiated by a certain key 
combination. The Smart-Thermo heating system works with 
direct current and is therefore virtually free of electro-smog.

Vibro-Wellness
Vibro-Wellness is a pleasantly massaging vibration system. 6 
or 10 different vibration motors in the upholstery can be con-
trolled individually via a manual switch and work on shoulder 
(back part), seat, and calves. The vibration intensity can be 
individually adjusted.

Your Logo
Couches with this option can be branded with your personal 
logo on upholstery or neck rest.

Coloured Upholstery
Our treatment beds SPL, LR, SLR and 
all beds with XP-upholstery are availa-
ble in two or three different colours on 
one upholstery. You can choose your 
favourite colour from our palette in the 
cover of this catalogue.

Headrest

XL Extension
This sophisticated alternative to the traditional head rest ena-
bles an individual adjustment to each customer: just remove 
the standard headrest and replace with the XL extension. 
Thus slim and stout people can be treated ergonomically op-
timized. Especially in the massage position the XL extension 
provides a good support for the arms. Of course, the XL ex-
tension is also adjustable by simply pulling out. Available for 
SLXP and SPL also with nose slot!

Multifunctional Mounting
for Removable Headrests
This special headrest mounting enables 
with its double hinge system a variety of 
individual settings that are impossible to 
achieve with an ordinary headrest. This  
allows, in conjunction with the optional 
head parts, nearly every conceivable 
treatment at the head. Without headrest.

Crescent Headrest
The curved headrest made from soft, 
washable polyurethane, is optimal in cos-
metic treatments, because there are only 
minimal points of contact between head 
rest and customer. Thus there is a better 
access at the neck and shoulder area. 
During treatment the client‘s head is firmly 
fixed in stable position. Can only be used 
in connection with the multi functional holder. Ideal for per-
manent make-up and chiropody/ podiatry!
Art. 48002 headrest  
Art. 48005 synthetic leather cover  
Art. 75236 disposable cover, 10 pieces  

U-shaped headrest
soft cushion, related with washable artifi-
cial leather. Can only be used in with the
multi functional holder headrest. Ideal for
back massage!

Art. 48001 headrest  
Art. 45018 terry cover  

Neck Rest Dentalax
This headrest effectively supports the the 
cervical spine during treatment. Depen-
ding on the treatment bed, the Dentalax 
is available in different variations, for ex-
ample as magnetic variation with medical 
treatment beds or adapted to the cushion 
material. By default available in white, the 
Dentalax can be optionally adapted to the 
color of the treatment bed (available co-
lors: see colour chart).

Audio-Relax-Headrest
With integrated MP3 player in the XP-upholstery. The side
speakers guarantee a pleasant relaxing sound experience
with greatest comfort. The device itself is located outside of
the pad so it is easy to use at all times. With 50 minutes of
GEMA-free relaxation music.

Basis

Rotonde
The Rotonde function enables ro-
tation of the bed to left or right to a 
total 330°. Due to this rotation, the
customer can be placed easily 
in the ideal position during treat-
ment. The laterally mounted lever  
can be easily accessed to lock or 
unlock the turning function of the 
seat. Our hydraulic models allow a 
rotation of 360 °.

Options



Color-Casing
Coloured casing up to three different variants available: 
white, grey or in titanium finish. Color selection depending 
on model.

Special colours metal parts
Special paint of metal parts in RAL-colours on these models 
possible. The colours titan (RAL 9007), black-brown and 
white are included in the price.

WoodDecor
This WoodDecor - by default in the wengé-look or in white 
available - gives your treatment table the right look to our 
wellness line. You are able to choose your favorite decor, 
perfectly matching the style of your room. Ask for our current
chart of decor range!

Castors
Set of 4 grey, easystop castors 
with soft tread, suitable for hard 
and soft floors.
Mechanically controlled at Gha-
rieni med, SLR (standard) elec-
trically controlled LR

Foot Switch
Depending on bed model many 
of the functions can be control-
led by feet. Thus both hands are 
free for the treatment. With the 
memory foot switch all motors 
can be controlled seperately or 
even memory positions can be 
programmed and recalled.

IR Hand-Held Remote Control
For wireless operating of se-
lected Gharieni bed models, 
such as SLS Podo.

Safety Function Spline
Spline eliminates the risk of crushing by electric recline
adjustment, is used for all necessary actuators.

Override Function
The new gas spring technology BLOC-O-LIFT® with 
override function enables an adjustment of gas pressure-
supported bed parts in pulling direction of the gas spring, 
without the operation of the release lever.



Gharieni Corian® 
Spa-Collection
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The mineral material DuPont™ Corian® makes 
creative visions come true

Surface design. Color games. Three-dimensional thermal forming. 
With Corian® almost anything is possible. Wavy, seamless, organic 
shapes, impressive color effects and translucency: Corian® lets 
your visions become reality.

Corian® Spa Collection

Made of innovative Corian®, the designer table Libra for hydro-
treatments, the spa table MO1 and the new multifunctional Pedispa 
are an optical highlight as well. Corian®, the mineral material from 
DuPont™, is used worldwide by designers, architects, engineers 
and artists. The resistant and easy care material captivates with its 
stone-like, but still pleasant haptics, as well as by its elegant ap-
pearance. The unique Corian® is available in many modern shades 
and optical structures. With soft colors like Cameo White, Arctic 
Ice and Pearl Gray, or stronger colors like warm Diamond Blue or 
fresh Grape Green, the wide range of colors provides a distinctive 
"appearance" - even of your spa table from the unique Corian® Spa 
Collection.

Treatment Beds // Corian® Spa Collection 19
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HydroSpa
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PEDIspa
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Gharieni PEDIspa

The world`s first 5-motors-powered treatment bed of this kind. With 
5 fields of application: Suitable for pedicure, manicure (using of op-
tional accessories), hair care (with removable headrest), facial treat-
ments (as the backrest is inclinable backwards) and make-up. 
The housing and base of Gharieni‘s Pedispa consist of high-quality 
white Corian© as standard. Different colours are optionally available. 
The upholstery of the seat consists of durable white artificial leather 
as standard. Different colours are also optionally available. The in-
clination of the backrest and seat are electrically adjustable. Fur-
thermore, the height of the legrest as well as the distance between 
legrest and seat are electrically adjustable. The unit is equipped with 
freely programmable memory-positions, which allows all 5 motors 
move in the desired positions in sync. The seat can be swivelled 90°
to both the right and left. The headrest can be manually tilted to front.
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5 in 1 - PEDICURE | MANICURE | FACIAL | HAIR CARE| MAKE-UP
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Functionality

1: Manually-adjustable headrest by approx. 25° forwards. 

2: Electrically-adjustable backrest from approx. 26° to 75° backwards

3: electrically-adjustable seat in height from approx. 63 cm (24.8 in) 
    to approx. 93 cm (36.6 in)

4: seat electrically-movable backwards and forwards by approx. 17 
cm (6.7 in) 

5: seat electrically-inclinable backwards by 14°. 

6: height of the footrest electrically adjustable by 20 cm (7.9 in)

7: seat can be swivelled 90° to both sides 

8: manicure bowl can be optionally fixed at both armrests

9: tray can be easily installed by plugin function on both armrests
 
10: length of the base: approx. 150 cm (59.1 in)

11: width: approx. 80 cm (31.5 in)

12: height: approx. 43 cm (16.9 in).

1

2

3

4

5
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10 11

12

9  8  
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VITALIZE refreshes, stimulates and gi-
ves power to the body. Four jets massa-
ge the reflex zones on the soles of your 
feet with increasing pressure intensity 
and fluctuating temperatures.

Features:

The new extractable affusion pipe offers 
the opportunity for individual Kneipp 
showers.
In all four PediSpa variants.

RELAX stimulates, relaxes and warms.
First your feet are dipped in warm shal-
low water; then the temperature and wa-
ter level rise slowly – until, after 10 minu-
tes, you leave the feeling relaxed. 

SPA-Programs: 
VITALIZE & RELAX:

In PediSpa SUPERIOR, -DELUXE.

The FOOT BATH ATT of Dornbracht
combines different jet types, comfort-
functions
and pre-programmed scenarios,
the effects of which remain long
after the application is finished.
In the FOOT BATH ATT, you can
choose between two scenarios:

The digital SMART TOOLS ensure con-
venient operation.
In PediSpa COMFORT, -SUPERIOR,
-DELUXE.

Automatic filling via WATER FALL
with PEARLSTREAM
In PediSpa DELUXE.

EQUIPMENT VARIANTS

Photos: © Dornbracht
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PediSpa BASIC includes:
Manual or mechanical control with SYMETRICS handles or con-
trols // Affusion pipe

PediSpa COMFORT includes:
Electronic control with SMART TOOLS // Affusion pipe

PediSpa SUPERIOR includes:
Electronic control with SMART TOOLS // Affusion pipe // Automatic 
Filling with the affusion pipe // SPA-Programs: VITALIZE & RELAX

PediSpa DELUXE includes:
Electronic control with SMART TOOLS // Affusion pipe // Automat-
ic Filling via WATER FALL with PEARLSTREAM // SPA-Programs: 
VITALIZE & RELAX

Following equipment variants are available at the 
PediSpa:
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TOPSI Perfumeries and Beauty Salons //
Vienna, Austria
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Gharieni PediSpa Compact

two-part basis // the seat section is completely movable backwards 
// foot basin made of high-quality Corian© fixed at the floor // when 
the seat is slid forward the foot basin is hidden by the frame //
compact design // height-adjustable footrest // adjustable backrest 
// inclinable and/or detachable headrest // seat pad upholstered 
with artificial leather and available in various colours // foot basin is 
equipped with an extendable hand shower as well as an integrated 
water in- and outlet // special tray mount at the armrest // extend-
able footstep at the front, slip-resistant

Length of base (retracted): 80 cm approx. // length of base (pulled 
out): 150 cm approx. // total width inclusive armrests: 86 cm approx. 
// width of base: 80 cm approx.

Length of base (retracted): 31.2 in approx. // length of base (pulled 
out): 58.5 in approx. // total width inclusive armrests: 33.5 in ap-
prox. // width of base: 31.2 in approx.
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PEDIspa

PEDIking // HydroSpa 

PediSpa Curve
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Gharieni PediSpa Curve Basic

Base partially manufactured of high quality Corian® // compact de-
sign // height-adjustable footrest // adjustable backrest // inclinable 
and removable headrest // foldable and removable armrests // seat 
cushion made of artificial leather, in different colours available // 
with hand shower

Length of base: approx. 120 cm // width incl. armrests: approx. 80 
cm // width of base: approx. 70 cm.

Length of base: approx. 47.2 in // width incl. armrests: approx. 31.5 
in // width of base: approx. 27.6 in.

Gharieni PediSpa Curve Comfort

Base partially manufactured of high quality Corian® // compact de-
sign // height-adjustable footrest // adjustable backrest // inclinable 
and removable headrest // foldable and removable armrests // seat 
cushion made of artificial leather, in different colours available // 
with hand shower // foot massage "pipeless" // automatic filling // 
optional available: seat heating, sound system, Dynamic Flow Sys-
tem, multimedia connections.

Length of base: approx. 120 cm // width incl. armrests: approx. 80 
cm // width of base: approx. 70 cm.

Length of base: approx. 47.2 in // width incl. armrests: approx. 31.5 
in // width of base: approx. 27.6 in.
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Wash Point Hair Swing
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Wash Point Hair Swing

China basin with tilting mechanism for hair wash // rotatable by 360° 
// single lever mixer with ceramic seal // hand shower with hose pen-
etration and black shower hose, length: 100 cm/140 cm // colour of 
foot: white aluminium // colour of basin: white or black.

Max. reach 120 cm // height of basin: 94 cm - 100 cm (depending 
on tilt angle).

Max. reach 47.2 in // height of basin: 37.0 in - 39.4 in (depending on 
tilt angle).
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Libra

Gharieni Libra

Gharieni`s new Libra designer treatment tables open up a future-
orientated dimension of the Wellness and Spa segment. An absolute 
new shower experience - in relaxed lying position - is made possible 
for the first time due to the horizontal shower arm. 
The heatable treatment tables are height-adjustable and inclinable 
(forwards/backwards). They can be equipped with two different Sho-
wer-Modules the integrated technology of which provides a chore-
ography of water temperature and water amount; the balance can 
be set via an innovative control panel. The temperature control is 
designed for the temperature perception of human beings. You can 
select different preset water-choreographies as well as you can vary 
the temperature, intensity and amount of water; so you will create 
balancing, stimulating or relaxing effects.

The designer treatment tables, made of innovative Corian®, are also 
an optical highlight. The resistant and easy-care material is characte-
rized by its stone-like but also skin-pleasant haptics and noble appea-
rance. The corpus of the Libra model versions is available in different 
modern colour nuances and optical structures, which leave nothing 
to be desired. You can choose from soft colours, e.g. Glacier White, 
delicate-beige Clam Shell or Savannah but also from stronger co-
lours, e.g. warm Royal Red, Aztec Gold, elegant Chic Aubergine and 
Platinum - each of these colours emphasise the distinctive design of 
the Libra.
The combination of the exclusive design of the Horizontal Shower 
Module and the exceptional water choreography provides an unique 
experience in every Spa and wellness area.
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Gharieni Libra Edge K

Selected wet treatment table // with horizontal shower arm // made 
of Corian® // straight height-adjustable and inclinable lying surface 
// cushion support for massages // integrated water drain // optional 
available: illumination for lying surface and shower arm; steam func-
tion; music.

height incl. arm: approx. 195 cm // height of lying surface: approx. 
70-95 cm // total length: approx. 236 cm // length of lying surface: ap-
prox. 212 cm // width: 90 cm // lifting capacity: 180 kg // load-bearing 
capacity of lying surface*: 200 kg.

height incl. arm: approx. 76.8 in // height of lying surface: approx. 
27.6-37.4 in // total length: approx. 92.9 in // length of lying surface: 
approx. 83.5 in // width: 35.4 in // lifting capacity: 396 lbs // load-
bearing capacity of lying surface*: 440 lbs.
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Gharieni Libra with Horizontal Shower

exclusive wet table // with Horizontal Shower Technology by Dorn-
bracht // made of Corian ® // lying surface with height and inclination 
adjustment // optional cushion for massage // integrated water drain 
// built-in hand shower

height incl. Arm: approx 195 cm // height lying surface: approx 60 
- 90 cm //length: approx 235 cm // width: 90 cm // elevating force: 
180 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 200 kg

height incl. Arm: approx 30.2 in // height lying surface: approx 9.3 
- 13.9 in // length: approx 36.4 in // width: 13.9 in // elevating force: 
871 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 968 lbs
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Gharieni Libra Wet Table

exclusive wet table // made of Corian® // lying surface with height and 
inclination adjustment // optional cushion for massage // integrated 
water drain // built-in hand shower

height lying surface: approx 60 - 90 cm // length: approx 235 cm // 
width: 90 cm // elevating force: 180 kg // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 200 kg

height lying surface: approx 23.6 - 35.4 in // length: approx 92.5 in 
// width: 35.4 in // elevating force: 396 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 440 lbs

Gharieni 3D rendering inspired 
by Hotel Traube Tonbach
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MLR Wet
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Gharieni MLR Wet

exclusive wet and outdoor spa table // made from waterproof mate-
rial  // lying area with height and tilt adjustment // waterproof uphol-
stery for massage // integrated battery for independent power supply

height: 57 cm - 97 cm // length: 203 cm // width: 80 cm // elevating 
force: 300 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 350 kg

height: 22.4 in - 38.2 in // length: 79.9 in // width: 31.5 in // elevating 
force: 660 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 770 lbs
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Gharieni Jet Shower

Jet (massage) shower for hydro-massage treatments with warm 
water (temperature range from 36-39 °C) // water temperature eas-
ily-adjustable via single-handed mixer lever // incl. three different 
water jets: thin stream for main treatment, medium stream, high 
pressure stream // water pressure and temperature simultaneously 
adjustable // control indicators for water pressure and temperature 
// suitable for warm water, mains water, seawater and corrosive 
water.

42
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V-Box 
Horizontal shower arm // available for a shower experience while ly-
ing // with six shower heads // in three variations:

V-Box Standard

with six movable shower heads // manual water control with mixer tap 
// with fixed horizontal shower arm

V-Box Evo

with six movable shower heads // manual water control with mixer tap  
// manual height adjustment gas spring supported

V-Box Evo 2

with six movable shower heads // electronic water flow regulation // 
electronic temperature controller // 2-zone shower system for sepa-
rate irrigation of the front or back region // electric height adjustment

V-Box
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Psammo Concept

Gharieni Psammo Concept

Sand (Greek: psammo) heated by the sun has been a traditional 
method for thousands of years in respect of holistic well-being. Even 
the ancient Egyptians enjoyed baths in hot desert sand. The gentle 
and deeply affecting warmth not only provides physical and men-
tal relaxation, but also stimulates the metabolism and has a purify-
ing effect. Nowadays, wellness treatments including hot sand – not 
least due to the innovative design of sand treatments enabled by the 
Gharieni Group Germany – capture the world of spas.

Including the spa tables MLX Quartz Square and MLX Quartz 
Round, supplemented by quartz stamps and signature treatments, 
the Gharieni Psammo Concept now provides treatments which will 
inspire the customers.
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SolidOcean
Quartz Sand // Psammo Concept  

The new quartz sand experience

Hitherto, wellness customers could enjoy an extraordinary comfort 
experience when lying on the Basic Quartz Sand or on the more 
delicate variations with golden or copper coating. Now Gharieni of-
fers even more: colour-quartz and hybrid-quartz mixtures which are 
suitable to meet the requirements of special treatments, e.g. Solid 
Ocean, Himalayan Touch or Baltic Sunset. 

A "bath" as if you be in the ocean - bring the ocean 
into your Spa using the new Colour Sand Solid Oce-
an! The mixture of blue, white and grey quartz sand 
reminds us of the silver-blue waves of the ocean 
and reawakens holiday memories. And therefore, 
Solid Ocean provides an extraordinary experience 
in all Spa and wellness areas as well as for Thalas-
so treatments.

Customised colour mixtures for individual Signature 
treatments and treatment table presentations are 
available on request.
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Himalayan
Touch BalticSunset

Psammo Concept  // Quartz Sand

This innovative mixture of quartz sand and Himalayan 
rock salt brings the beneficial microclimate of mountains, 
coasts and forests into your treatment room! The stepless-
ly adjustable heating of the quartz and salt mixture release 
the ions of the salt. The ionized air increases the oxygen 
uptake during breathing. The positive effects are:
• refreshing and vitalising effects.
• relaxing, anticonvulsant and calming effects.
• stimulation of the metabolism and immune system.

The mixture of quartz sand and high-quality Baltic am-
ber uses the beneficial power of "The Gold of the Baltic 
Sea". The following effects are attributed to amber, also 
called Stone Of Security, Stone Of Trust or Stone Of 
Wholesomeness.
• mental harmonization.
• an energizing effect.
• a compensatory effect on the hormone balance.
• increased vitality.
• detoxification of the body.
• anti-inflammatory effects - even on the skin.
• support of the immune system.
The mixture of quartz and amber provides extraordinary 
Signature treatments and is also suitable for Thalasso 
treatments.
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Park Hyatt Mallorca*****  // Spain
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MLX Quartz Square
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Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Other woods and paints

Gharieni MLX Quartz Square

Gharieni MLX Quartz made from real wood (walnut) // filled with Al-
pha quartz sand // infinitely variable heating system // intensive deep 
relaxation through mild and sustained heat // two lifting columns for 
height and incline adjustment // storage compartment and two draw-
ers // optional upholstered cushion for massage // optionally avail-
able with face cover

height: approx. 65 - 105 cm // length: 216 cm // width: 86 cm // 
elevating force: 300 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 150 kg

height: approx. 25.6 - 41.3 in // length: 85.0 in // width: 33.9 in // 
elevating force: 286 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 330 lbs

Gharieni MLX Quartz Square EL

same features like Square // 10 cm (3.9 inch) extended lying area

height: approx. 65 - 105 cm // length: 226 cm // width: 86 cm // 
elevating force: 115 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 136 kg

height: approx. 25.6 - 41.3 in // length: 89.0 in // width: 33.9 in // 
elevating force: 253 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 299 lbs

Standard Gold Copper Himalayan Touch Solid Ocean Baltic Sunset
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MLX Quartz Round
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Gharieni MLX Quartz Round

Gharieni MLX Quartz made from real wood (walnut) // modified 
design with rounded corners // filled with Alpha quartz sand // infi-
nitely variable heating system // intensive deep relaxation through 
mild and sustained heat // two lifting columns for height and incline 
adjustment // storage compartment and two drawers // optional up-
holstered cushion for massage // optionally available with face cover

height: approx. 65 - 105 cm // length: 216 cm // width: 86 cm // 
elevating force: 130 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 150 kg

height: approx. 25.6 - 41.3 in // length: 85.0 in // width: 33.9 in // 
elevating force: 286 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 330 lbs

Psammo Concept // MLX Quartz Round  

Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Other woods and paints

Standard Gold Copper Himalayan Touch Solid Ocean Baltic Sunset
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Dynamic Flow System

Gharieni Dynamic Flow System

For specific massages

The innovative Sand-Spa-Table MLX Quartz is now available in-
cluding the Dynamic Flow System - suitable for more intense and 
efficient treatments.
Air chambers which are hidden in the Spa Table and have been 
pre-programmed to be inflated and deflated make the pleasantly 
warm sand move; so your customers can receive comfortable back 
massages which activate the lymph circulation, relax the muscula-
ture and mobilise the entire body - even in absence of the therapist.
In combination with the Dynamic Flow System, the MLX Quartz 
enables a "360°-treatment" for massages carried out by a thera-
pist. The heatable sand warms the body while the smoothly-mov-
ing sand is supporting the therapist`s massage from below. An 
all-around relaxing programme for your customers carried out in 
a very special way!

Gentle and wave-like movements of sand in the back section 
provide a pleasant feeling.

Dynamic Flow System // Psammo Concept  
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THE EMOTIONAL QUARTZ  EXPERIENCEMOTION
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Gharieni Sandor

made from real wood // filled with Alpha quartz sand // infinitely 
variable heating system // intensive deep relaxation through mild, 
sustainable heat // optional upholstered cushion for massages // 
incl. step

height: 79 - 104 cm // length: 222 cm // width: 90 cm // load capacity 
of the bed surface: 150 kg

height: 31.1 - 40.9 in // length: 87.4 in // width: 35.4 in // load capac-
ity of the bed surface: 330 lbs

Options 

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)  

Other woods and paints
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Gharieni RL Quartz

made from real wood // modified design with rounded corners // in-
finitely variable heating system // intensive deep relaxation through 
mild, sustainable heat // optionally available with face cover

height: 79 - 104 cm // length: 222 cm // width: 90 cm // load capacity 
of the bed surface: 200 kg

height: 31.1 - 40.9 in // length: 87.4 in // width: 35.4 in // load capac-
ity of the bed surface: 440 lbs 

Options 

Other woods and paints
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Your personal Spa Table

All our spa beds have a variety of functions and individualisation 
options. As well as their height-adjustment capability, fully adjust-
able bed surfaces and lowerable or detachable armrests ensure 
the greatest comfort. The Linak quality actuators are fitted with the 
safety function “Spline”. This prevents the risk of being crushed by 
moving parts.
With non-motorised bed parts, Stabilus gas pressure springs en-
sure simple adjustment with little effort.
There are up to six motors, which can be driven with a manual con-
trol that allows – depending on the model – up to eight individual 
positions to be saved.
Not only do the beds meet all the ergonomic requirements, they 
also offer a number of other carefully thought-out details. An ex-
tremely low entry height or horizontally swivelling armrests (on F1) 
make the work easier. On the MLW models, an inclining headrest 
reduces neck strain.
The spa beds are fitted with a white PU cushion as standard. How-
ever, they can optionally be provided in choco or cream colours. 
Some of our models, such as the MLW Square, are also available 
with synthetic leather surfaces.
Here, as well as the standard fittings in white, you can select from 
a wide range of colours that you will find in the cover flap of this 
catalogue. Select your favourite from the Gharieni colour palette or 
from the exclusive Ferrari Stamskin Top Collection!
To custom-configure your bed, you will also find an extensive range 
of décor surfaces, and the metal casing can also be made up in 
different colours on special request.
Those who want to be highly individual can have personalised ele-
ments such as logos built into the surface.
You can view the options that are available for configuring your bed 
in the options table for the corresponding beds. For the key to the 
individual options, please refer to the back cover page of the cata-
logue.

Branding with relief logo 
for Clarins, Worldwide

Branding with 
special colours and 
relief logo for Yelo Spa

Branding with relief 
logo for Lancôme
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MLX Limber
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Gharieni MLX Limber

available with 3 versions of the lying surface (see next page) // 
height, inclination, back part, leg section, head part and/or foot part 
adjustable electrically (depending on version) // lowerable armrests 
// inclinable headrest including face hole // Trendelenburg-function 
// locking function optionally // comfort padding made of PU mate-
rial // various decors // generous storage space in the basis (e.g. up 
to two medium-sized Hot Cabis)

Height: 63-100 cm approx. // length: 203 cm approx. // width: 85 
cm max. approx. // lifting capacity: 300 kg // capacity of the lying 
surface: 350 kg

Height: 24.6-39.0 in approx. // length: 79.2 in approx. // width: 33.2 
in max. approx. // lifting capacity: 660 lbs // capacity of the lying 
surface: 770 lbs

Bilder zeigen Sonderausstattung!

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
PU or synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
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Unique Flexibility:

Due to its numerous adjustment 
possibilities the MLX Limber provides 
an unique flexibility which allows new 

dimensions of treatment. Up to six mo-
tors allow extreme positions and turn 
the MLX Limber into a multifunction-

al unit with unequalled flexibility.

Modified Lift Up Center Section Seat Position

Trendelenburg PositionSemi Position
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- 57°

+ 22°

3 The classical one: Limber Classic

The Limber Classic is equipped with two lowerable 
armrests, an inclinable headrest including an open-
ing for the nose and an end-to-end lying surface. 
This unit is the version for all classical facial and well-
ness treatments.

2 The podiatrist: Limber Pro

The Limber Pro is equipped with lowerable armrests 
and an inclinable headrest including a face hole. Ad-
ditionally, the Limber Pro is equipped with an hinged 
foot part which allows pedicure treatments relieving 
the feet in prone position.

1 The ultra-flexible one: Limber Flex

The Limber Flex is equipped with lowerable armrests 
and an inclinable headrest including a face hole at the 
head and foot side of the lying surface, so you can 
use the multifunctional unit from both sides. Thereby 
you can adjust totally new treatment positions. For 
treatments without any limitation!

- 66°

MLX Limber Versions
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MLX
The innovative treatment concept

Based on eight special treatment steps, which have been developed 
by the Gharieni Group and Jean-Guy de Gabriac (TIP TOUCH), 
the wellness massage 4D uses the complete range of flexibility of 
Gharieni`s high-tech wellness table MLX. The MLX provides treat-
ment options like almost no other treatment table due to its unique 
movement functions and the preset positions coordinated with the 
relevant treatment. 

The wellness massage 4D combines "High Tech & High Touch" to 
get the customer enthusiastic about its effectiveness. Moreover, the 
therapist has the possibility to perform their profession under ideal 
ergonomic conditions.

Wellness massage 4D is available as a 50 min. and 80 min. treat-
ment. Two different versions are available.

“RELAX”
to escape from everyday stress.

“DEEP”
a deep effect on the whole organism with additional focus on the 
back area.

Wellmassage4D

Treatment8Step

WELLMASSAGE

8 preset positions for 8 particular 
treatment steps
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Gharieni MLX

exclusive designer bed for the spa and wellness sector // large stor-
age space // removable armrest // nose slot // height, incline, back 
and foot section electrically adjustable // Trendelenburg function // 
eight treatment positions can be saved // locking function // soft, 
robust PU upholstery // also available in synthetic leather //
Soft upholstery optional // different décors

height: 57 - 97 cm // length: 203 cm // width: 85 cm // upholstery 
width: 80 cm // elevating force: 300 kg // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 350 kg

height: 22.4 - 38.2 in // length: 79.9 in // width: 33.5 in // upholstery 
width: 31.5 in // elevating force: 660 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 770 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
PU or synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed
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Gharieni MLR

puristic spa table // large storage space // nose slot // height, in-
cline, back and foot section electrically adjustable // Trendelenburg 
function // locking function // soft, robust PU upholstery from syn-
thetic leather // Soft and PU upholstery optional // different décors

height: 57 cm - 97 cm // length: 203 cm // width: 80 cm // elevating 
force: 300 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 350 kg

height: 22.4 in - 38.2 in // length: 79.9 in // width: 31.5 in // elevating 
force: 660 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 770 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
PU or synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
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The Setai Miami Beach*****// Florida, USA
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Gharieni MO1 Evo

extremely low access of 50 cm (19.7 in) // up to six motors to set the 
height, back, leg and foot section, also optionally available for arm-
rests // swivelling (mechanical) armrests // eight treatment positions 
savable // lock function // especially hard wearing // stitched PU soft 
upholstery // flexible storage space in the base section, open or closed 
// mechanically (optionally electrically) extendable castors // suitable 
for people with physical disabilities // available in a range of designs 
// LED light for the base optional available // also available: MO1 with 
removable face cradle

MO1 Evo

MO1 mit Soft-PolsterMO1 mit Standard-Polster
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pivotable 
mechanical armrest

MO1 with removable face cradle

LED-light for base 
illumination

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings  
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour
Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
Electrically retractable castors (mechanically retractable 
castors included in price of bed) 
Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed

height of bed surface: approx. 50 cm // length: 205 cm // width: 85 cm 
// elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 300 kg

height of bed surface: approx. 19.7 in // length: 80.7 in // width: 33.5 
in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 
660 lbs

Soft Upholstery
extra soft upholstery // access height approx. +4 cm (1.6 in) as 
standard
Soft upholstery 

Electrically lowerable  armrests
Both armrests can be controlled at the same time at the push of 
a button.
Pair of armrests, electric 

LED illumination
LED strip for illumination of the base
LED illumination 
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The Brando // 
Tetiaroa, French Polynesia  
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MO1 Square

MO1 Square // Spa Tables 

Gharieni MO1 Square

extremely low access of 50 cm (19.7 in) // up to six motors to set the 
height, back, leg and foot section, also optionally available for arm-
rests // swivelling (mechanical) armrests // eight treatment positions 
savable // lock function // especially hard wearing // stitched PU soft 
upholstery // flexible storage space in the base section, open or closed 
// mechanically (optionally electrically) extendable castors // suitable 
for people with physical disabilities // available in a range of designs // 
with different 3D milling patterns (see page 94-95)
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height of bed surface: approx. 50 cm // length: 205 cm // width: 85 cm 
// elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 300 kg

height of bed surface: approx. 19.7 in // length: 80.7 in // width: 33.5 
in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 
660 lbs

3-D pattern (see page 94-95)  

Soft Upholstery
extra soft upholstery // access height approx. +4 cm (1.6 in) as 
standard

Electrically lowerable  armrests
Both armrests can be controlled at the same time at the push of a 
button.

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Electrically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed

Spa Tables // MO1 Square  

MO1 with soft upholsteryMO1 with standard upholstery
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MO1 Lamp Mount

An absolute novelty is the innovative pull-out magnifier lamp mount 
made of stainless steel. The exclusive customized LED magnifying 
lamp Flex ensures precise work. A feature that no other manufac-
turer offers - When not in use, the lamp mount simply disappears 
under the bed.

The lamp mount is simply pushed after use and disappears under 
the mattress.
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Gharieni-Smart-Remote

Now it gets digital!

You can easily control the options of selected Gharieni wellness ta-
bles via a Tablet PC using our self-developed user interface. This 
innovation enables the user to work intuitively and , therefore, faster.

In future, you can control the settings via Gharieni Smart Remote, 
e.g. the temperature control of the upholstery heater "Smart Ther-
mo", the adjustment and saving of the treatment positions, the control 
of music and video playback, the adjustment of vibration-massages.

You can also easily control treatment rituals like our Signature treat-
ment "WellMassage4D" via Smart Remote.

Please equip your next Gharieni treatment table with up-to-date 
technology!

All functions 
at a glance

 with Gharieni-Smart-Remotewith Gharieni-Smart-Remote
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Talise Spa Madinat Jumeirah// 
Dubai, UAE

©Talise Spa
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Iyashi Dôme
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Iyashi Dôme

We are particularly proud of our cooperation with French manufactu-
rers Iyashi Dôme (Paris), famous through the media and especially 
the TV.
Gharieni bed construction with special Japanese technology // global 
references and scientific studies prove the effectiveness of weight 
loss and detox

height of the bed surface: 49 cm // length: 225 cm // total width: 90 
cm // width of bed surface: 70 cm // load capacity of the bed surface:
200 kg

height of the bed surface: 19.3 in // length: 88.6 in // total width: 35.4 
in // width of bed surface: 27.6 in // load capacity of the bed surface:
440 lbs
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MLX Iyashi Dôme
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MLX Iyashi Dôme

MLX spa table construction with retractable dome // Japanese spe-
cial technology // global references and scientific studies prove the 
effectiveness of weight loss and detox // height adjustable // with a 
spacious drawer // dome electrically operated // Universal spa table: 
facial possible during the heat treatment, resulting in better utiliza-
tion of space // available in a range of designs

height of the bed surface: 57 cm - 97 cm // length: 225 cm // total 
width: 90 cm // width bed surface: 70 cm // elevating force: 300 kg // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 350 kg

height of the bed surface: 22.4 in - 38.2 in // length: 88.6 in // total 
width: 35.4 in // width bed surface: 27.6 in // elevating force: 660 lbs 
// load capacity of the bed surface: 770 lbs
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Gharieni MLW Transform

World debut: treatment table and sofa rolled into one // treatment ta-
ble extractable // electric height adjustment // electrically extendable 
low-friction rollers // with build-in rechargeable battery and power 
connection // during mains operation the lying surface of the mas-
sage unit can be optionally heated // detachable semicircular head 
part // robust artificial leather upholstery // different (customer-spe-
cific) cover clothes or leather cover are possible // three detachable 
cushions at the backrest // various decors and upholstery colours 
are available

Dimensions/Sofa:
Height: 80cm approx. // depth: 87 cm approx. // width: 212 cm ap-
prox.

Height: 31,2 in approx. // depth: 33,9 in approx. // width: 82,7 in 
approx.

Dimensions/Massage couch:
Height: 45-75cm approx. // length without face cradle: 166 cm ap-
prox. // width: 75 cm approx. //lifting capacity: 250 kg // capacity of 
the lying surface: 300 kg 

Height: 17,6-29,3 in approx. // length without face cradle: 64,7 in 
approx. // width: 29,3 in approx. // lifting capacity: 550 lb // capacity 
of the lying surface: 660 lb 

Bilder zeigen Sonderausstattung!
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Gharieni MLW F1 Select

compact base for more leg space // design features configurable 
// side storage space // height, incline, back rest and foot section 
electrically adjustable // eight treatment positions savable // lock 
function // extra soft PU upholstery // different décors // control can 
be chosen from cable controlled hand held switch, foot switch or 
infra-red remote control // complies with requirements according to 
EN 60601-1 // swivelling armrests // electrically lowerable armrests 
optionally available // optional basic LED illumination

height: 57 cm - 91 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm 
/ L 92 cm // elevation strength*: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 300 kg

height: 22.4 in - 35.8 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 
in / L 36.2 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 660 lbs

Select (design your own spa bed):
Every F1 Select is configured on a customer-specific basis from 
differing colour options. In this way you can select your individual 
colour combinations from four colours (white, titanium, dark brown, 
bronze) for all of the labelled metal and wood parts. White and an-
thracite versions are available for the side fittings. It goes without 
saying you can also decide the upholstery colours from a choice of 
white, cream or choco!

The F1 Select has four actuators as standard which can all be con-
trolled individually and at the same time via three different operat-
ing alternatives.

Select
(one of the following conditions already included in the price):
The operation via cable connected hand held switch enables ad-
ditional storage and the recall of ten memory treatment positions. 
One key is also reserved for the getting on and getting off positions. 
In addition to this, the active locking function that can be activated 
also prevents the unintended use of the actuators.
The alternative infra-red remote control, with which it is possible 
to save and recall three memory treatment positions, makes the 
cable-free operation of the bed more flexible and safe.
The alternative foot pedal enables the individual control of all four 
actuators and the storage and recall of two treatment positions via 
the memory.

Coloured Light Module for MLW F1 Wood and 
Select

On the underside of the bed there are LED strips to provide exclu-
sive visuals and the appropriate atmosphere which illuminate the 
floor and part of the casing. The choice of colour for the light can be 
made individually or via a second mode with an infinitely variable 
colour progression of yellow, orange red, magenta, violet, blue, tur-
quoise, green and “white”.

coloured light module   

Electrically Lowerable Armrests

To ensure the straightforward handling of the bed, the F1 can be 
fitted with electrically lowerable armrests. Both armrests can be 
controlled at the same time at the push of a button.

Pair of armrests, electric   

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour
Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic 
functions and memory positions  (choice of one control 
element included in the price)

IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for con-
trol of the bed (choice of one control element included in 
the price)
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Upholstery in two colours
White, cream or choco

Wood upper frame
White, titanium or dark brown

Lower metal casing
White, titanium or dark brown

Upper metal casing
White, titanium or dark brown

Wood lower frame
White, titanium or dark brown

Rail
White, titanium or dark brown

Storage compartments
White or anthracite
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Skyns // Helmond, The Netherlands
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MLW F1 Wood
Gharieni MLW F1 Wood

compact base for more leg space // design features configurable // 
exchangeable side wood décor casing // height, incline, back and 
foot section electrically adjustable // lowerable and swivelling arm-
rests four treatment positions savable // soft PU upholstery in three 
widths // control can be chosen from cable connected hand-held 
switch, foot switch or infra-red remote control // corresponds with 
requirements of EN 60601-1 // electrically lowerable armrest op-
tionally available // basic LED lighting also optionally available
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Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed

height: 57 - 91 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm / L 
92 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 
300 kg

height: 22.4 - 35.8 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 
in / L 36.2 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 660 lbs

Replacement wood covering

Electrically lowerable armrests
Both armrests can be controlled at the same time at the push of a 
button
Pair of armrests, electric   
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Gharieni MLW F1 Soft

the same attributes as the MLW F1 Wood // with an extra soft up-
holstery // One-piece PU upholstery  

height: 60 - 93 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S: 76 cm / M: 85 cm / 
L: 92 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed sur-
face:300 kg

height: 23.6 - 36.6 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S: 29.9 in / M: 33.5 
in / L: 36.2 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface:660 lbs

Electrically lowerable armrests
Both armrests can be controlled at the same time at the push of 
a button

Replacement wood covering

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed
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Height setting

Back setting

Leg setting

Foot setting

Armrest setting

More Comfort with 6 Actuators

Our size M and L MLW F1 models are also available with six actua-
tors. For more comfort in addition to the height, back, leg and foot 
settings, the armrests can also be fitted with actuators. In addition 
to the direct control of the armrests themselves via push buttons, 
the armrest settings can also be saved via the memory functions. 
In this way the F1 can be brought into the pre-programmed position 
at the touch of a button.
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Lasmiranda Tattoo & Beauty // 
Herrenberg, Germany

© M. Photography
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MLW F2

MLW F2 // Spa Tables 

Experiencing emotional moments

A spa table with blue illuminated aquarium or a homey fireplace? 
An evocative symphony of light and colors? This and much more 
offers the elegantly designed spa table MLW F2. With a built-in flat 
screen at both sides of the beds base you can  show moody movies, 
slideshows, or still images loaded by USB port - for a very unique 
atmosphere.
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Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed

Gharieni MLW F2

narrow base lining for extra legroom // features configurable // 
head, foot and armrests extendable // height, tilt, back and foot sec-
tion electrically adjustable // armrests lowerable // headrest +/- 30° 
tiltable // stores up to eight treatment positions// soft PU upholstery 
in three widths // control can be selected from a corded hand con-
trol, foot switch or infrared remote control // meets the requirements 
of EN 60601-1 // optionale LED basis illumination // optional side 
panels with light / color choreography

height: 58 cm - 91 cm // length: 199 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm /  
L 92 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 
300 kg

height: 22.8 in - 35.8 in // length: 78.3 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 in /  
L 36.2 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed sur-
face: 660 lbs
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MLW Square Gharieni MLW Square

Spa bed with 3D case // in different décors // Bed surfaces in three 
widths (S, M and L) // height, incline, back rest and foot section 
electrically adjustable // four treatment positions savable // head 
section can be tilted by +/- 30° // PU upholstery or synthetic leather 
upholstery available // removable armrests 

height: 57 - 92 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm / L 92 
cm // elevation strength*: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 
300 kg

height: 22.4 - 36.2 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 in 
/ L 36.2 in // elevation strength*: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 660 lbs
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The MLW Square is available in following variants:
(w/o armrests, incl. 3D design "Illusion")

MLW medium // basic (no electric)    
MLW medium // with 1 actuator    
MLW medium // with 2 actuators    
MLW medium // with 3 actuators + 4 memory   
MLW medium // with 4 actuators + 4 memory  
 
MLW small // with 4 actuators + 4 memory   
  
MLW large // with 4 actuators + 4 memory  
 

3D pattern (see following pages)   

 

Illusion
Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard or PU, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 
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Analogy

Wave Rainbow

Stripes

3D Design
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Circle Slope

Pearl

3D Design

MLW Square 3D Design

That special something: milled design elements give your MLW 
Square an individual touch. In addition to the illusion pattern included 
in the price of the bed it is possible to choose your personal favourite 
from seven other designs.
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Gharieni MLW Space

Wellness table with two lifting columns // large storage space in the 
base, e.g. for two Hot Cabis // height, inclination, backrest and foot 
rest are electrically adjustable // lowerable armrests // headrest by 
+/- 300 inclinable // Trendelenburg function // memory for eight treat-
ment positions // locking function // smooth and robust PU-uphol-
stery // also available in artificial leather // different decors

height: 71 cm - 101 cm // length: 203 cm // width: M 85 cm // lifting 
capacity: 300 kg // load-bearing capacity of lying surface*: 350 kg.

height: 28.0 in - 39.8 in // length: 79.9 in // width: M 33.5 in // lifting 
capacity: 660 lbs // load-bearing capacity of lying surface*: 770 lbs.

Spa Tables // MLW Space  

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
IR hand-held remote control: wireless operation for 
control of the bed
Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions  
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“Ashore” ...
... combines the upholstery version of the MLW Amphibia with all 
the advantages of the MLW. In addition to this the upholstery ver-
sion of the MLW Amphibia is also equipped with our Triple Airback 
technology: in this way the upholstery can be electro-pneumatically 
adjusted to the anatomy of the customer individually and indepen-
dently at three different places - two in the back area and one in the 
lower leg area. The exchangeable centre section of the upholstery 
is equipped with special heat elements. The smart thermo micro-
processor enables the control and regulation and programming of 
the thermo function.

“On the water”
The special feature of this bed is the unique variability of the bed 
surface: The centre part of the upholstery can be swapped for wa-
ter-filled aqua upholstery. This means the bed surface gains the 
unmistakably comfortable character of a water bed. The customer 
enjoys a feeling of lightness on this bed. They experience the treat-
ment more intensively and the relaxation effect is even greater. In-
tegrated heat mats here also ensure a pleasant level of warmth.
The underside of the wood covering features LED strips for ex-
clusive visuals and an appropriate atmosphere. For coloured light 
treatments these are also on the sides and under the water cush-
ions.

The choice of colour for the light can be made individually or via 
a second mode with an infinitely variable colour progression of 
yellow, orange, red, magenta, violet, blue, turquoise, green and 
“white”. The castor mechanism which is fitted as standard guaran-
tees mobility.

Oil massages can be provided in combination with a protective 
cover. The special optional Ayurveda cover makes the application 
of oil pouring possible.
All in all the MLW Amphibia enables the realisation of a complete 
treatment concept with all the benefits of the latest applications. 
This queen of all beds really has to be “experienced”!

The basic casing is available in different wood and décor versions 
at extra cost.

MLW Amphibia
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Gharieni MLW Amphibia

exclusive spa bed // bed surface with heated Aqua upholstery // il-
luminated bed surface and sides // height, incline, back rest and foot 
section electrically adjustable // lowerable armrests // Head section 
can be tilted by +/- 30° // four treatment positions savable // soft PU 
upholstery can be exchanged for Aqua upholstery // inflatable con-
nection for optional Ayurveda cover // optionally available in different 
décors and versions

height: 54 - 90 cm // length: 202 cm // basic width 55 cm // width of the 
bed surface: 85 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load bearing capacity: 
approx. 300 kg

height: 21.3 - 35.4 in // length: 79.5 in // basic width 21.7 in // width 
of the bed surface: 33.5 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load bearing 
capacity: approx. 660 lbs

.

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Colour upholstery PU: Choco or cream (standard: white)

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Âme Spa & Wellness Collective at 
Turnberry Isle // Florida, USA
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Sparkling Gem

A new and special design means the MLW Amphibia is also an eye 
catcher: Its high quality finish with glittering Swarovski elements en-
sures a sparkling elegance in your cabin or your spa; and the special 
feature: the perfectly integrated LED strips not only immerse the 
water cushions in wonderful and alternating coloured light, but also 
the base of the bed. In this way the Swarovski elements sparkle in 
an especially impressive way.
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Spa•Wave
Binaural Acoustic & Dynamic Stimulation

Deep relaxation 
including additional benefit

Back to the Alpha State

Healing harmonious  
with body, mind and nature
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MLW Amphibia with 
Spa.Wave SystemDeep relaxation 

including additional benefit

The Spa.Wave experience provides the key benefits of mindful-
ness, meditation and deep-relaxation techniques. Special music, 
which is applied through gentle acoustic waves with binaural 
sounds, effects a completely new anti-stress-experience during a 
30 or 60 minute sound therapy treatment. The technique the ther-
apy is based on is the Quantum-Harmonic-Sound Therapy. Pre-
cise and complex audio frequencies matched to the organs and 
energy centres (chakras) of the body can be experienced via the 
Noise-Cancelling Stereo Headphones or the integrated speakers 
in the headrest. The Spa.Wave System provides intense body 
and muscle relaxation within a few minutes when combined with 
the highly-efficient oscillation massage system integrated in the 
lying surface. The ultimate way of recreation, refreshment and 
revitalization.Clinical study carried out by independent research-
ers and laboratories have proven the effectiveness in a wide range 
of applications:

Sound Massage System, available exclusively at Gharieni

• 40% to 60 % less stress, angst, traumata and depressive 
  symptoms after just 1 treatment.
• Improved quality and quantity of sleep by up to 80 %
  within just 14 days.
• Reduced anger, angst and mood fluctuations.
• Reduced psychological based aspects of pains.
Spa.Wave can also be used as a standalone-application or in com-
bination with further treatments such as massages, body wraps 
and cosmetic treatments; so you can integrate Spa.Wave into prac-
tically each treatment schedule. The Spa.Wave can be easily and 
safely operated. Any treatment outcome will be improved by using 
Spa.Wave.
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The Chateau 
Spa And Organic Wellness Resort*****

// Malaysia
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© The Chateau
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Steigenberger Grandhotel and 
Spa//Heringsdorf, Germany

© Steigenberger Grandhotel and Spa
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Gharieni MLW Classic

classic spa bed // bed surface in three widths (S, M and L) // height, 
incline, back rest and foot section electrically adjustable // lowerable 
armrests // head section can be tilted by +/- 30° // four treatment po-
sitions savable // soft PU upholstery // optionally available in different 
décors and versions

height: 57 - 92 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm / L 92 cm 
// elevation strength*: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 300 kg

height: 22.4 - 36.2 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 in / L 
36.2 in // elevation force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 
660 lbs
 
The MLW Classic is available in the following versions:
MLW medium // basic (no electric)   
MLW medium // 1 actuator  
MLW medium // 2 actuators  
MLW medium // 3 actuators + 4 memory  
MLW medium // 4 actuators + 4 memory  
MLW small // 4 actuators + 4 memory  
MLW large // 4 actuators + 4 memory   

76 cm

small

85 cm

medium

92 cm

large

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Das König Ludwig Wellness 
& SPA Resort Allgäu****S//
Schwangau, Germany

Das König Ludwig Wellness & SPA Resort Allgäu, Alpina Hotel Betriebs OHG, www.koenig-ludwig-hotel.de

Das König Ludwig Wellness & SPA Resort Allgäu, Alpina Hotel Betriebs OHG, www.koenig-ludwig-hotel.de
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Gharieni MLW Soft

Features same as MLW Classic // with super comfortable soft up-
holstery

height: 59 - 94 cm // length: 203 cm // width: S 76 cm / M 85 cm / L
92 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 
300 kg

height: 23.2 - 37.0 in // length: 79.9 in // width: S 29.9 in / M 33.5 
in / L 36.2 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed 
surface: 660 lbs

The MLW Soft is available in the following versions:

MLW medium // basic (no electric)    
MLW medium // with 1 actuator    
MLW medium // with 2 actuators    
MLW medium // with 3 actuators + 4 memory  
MLW medium // with 4 actuators + 4 memory  

MLW small // with 4 actuators + 4 memory  
MLW large // with 4 actuators + 4 memory  

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour upholstery PU:
max. 2 different colours available, per colour  

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Storage Space 
Two lateral storage sections in white or wenge. This feature means 
your equipment is always close to hand.
Art. 495Z02                   

Magnetic Flap Table
For putting accessories under the nose slot. The table is folded 
upwards to save space after use and stays in place with invisible 
magnets.
Art.495Z01                  

MuViBox (w/o picture.)
Vibration massage in time to the music! With the MuViBox the vibra-
tion devices installed in the upholstery can be alerted according to 
specific frequencies. Through the connection of an external device 
(e.g. MP3 player) the music can not only be heard it can also be felt.
The MuViBox enables music to be listened to with the supplied head-
phones or a speaker that is fitted in the head section.

incl. MP3-Player                   

Lateral Hand-Held Switch Mounting
Attached on each side. Enables the attachment of a hand-held 
switch on either the right or left hand side of the bed. Can also be 
used for the subsequent connection of a foot switch.
Art. 495Z03      

Removable Foot Section
Perfect for all foot treatments. This option makes your MLW a genu-
ine all-rounder.
Removing the removable foot section makes accessing the complete 
foot area easier. This means treating feet is no longer any problem!

Foot Section    

Paper Roll holder for MLW
Holder for paper rolls especially for MLW and Amphibia. Metal in 
titanium colour.
Art. 42068/50     

Ayurveda Cover
The transparent Ayurveda cover is ideal for oil pouring. It features 
a drain which enables the oil to flow away cleanly. The side section 
is inflatable so that the whole of the cover is easy to fold up and put 
away after use.
Art. 49050                  

PU Protective Cover
for oil massages, washable to 90 °C, white, cream or choco
Art. 49051                   
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Protective Foot Cover
From stable, transparent plastic.
Art. 49052     

 

Upholstery Covers
Well protected! With the suitable covers your MLW is always well 
protected against differing forms of dirt. Irrespective of whether it is 
dust, oil or dirt, you can find the right protective cover for the MLW, 
F1 and Amphibia.

You find matching covers for your Spa table in our "Well-
ness & Medical Accessories" catalogue.

Gel Cushion for Nose Slot
With this gel cushion you prevent uncomfortable pressure points on 
the face. With the soft gel fluid the face is also pleasantly cooled. 
Available in transparent.
Art. 45010V2     

Nose Slot Towels
Extra soft, slotted throwaway towel to protect the upholstery on the 
headrests, exceptionally practical and hygienic. Recommended for 
all headrests featuring a nose slot.
Art. 45300     

Multimedia-Soundsystem (MMS)
The sound experience for your spa table. This built-in interface of-
fers a modern interface between many players and your bed. With 
the built-in speaker, you can relax to your own favourite music. By 
pressing one button you are able to either concentrate the music on 
the head section or to sound the whole room. The MMS is available 
for MLW F1, MO1 Evo and MLX

Multimedia sound system: for Bluetooth, SD card, USB,.
AUX and IPHONE.

MMS     
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Brimstone Hotel // 
Ambleside, Great Britain
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© Brimstone Hotel / www.brimstonehotel.co.uk
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Hotel BEI SCHUMANN****s // 
Schirgiswalde

© Sanadome Hotel & Spa
© Sebastian Werner© Sebastian Werner
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Gharieni MLE
suitable for cosmetics, wellness and massage // adjustment of the 
armrests and the head area with gas springs // adjustment of the 
height, back and leg sections with three actuators // lowerable arm-
rests // head section can be tilted by +/- 30° // upholstery thickness: 6 
cm (2.4 in) // available in wenge with dark brown corners and choco 
coloured upholstery

height: 54 - 88 cm // length: 204 cm // width: 84 cm // elevating force: 
250 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 300 kg

height: 21.3 - 34.6 in // length: 80.3 in // width: 33.1 in // elevating 
force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 660 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 
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Gharieni MLW Green

The topic of “Green Spa” concerns the ecological and sustainable 
construction, set-up and operation of spa systems. Important com-
ponents in this context are the treatment cabins which consist of 
several components such as a spa bed, a work stool and a treat-
ments trolley. As a member and local manufacturer of high quality 
treatment and spa beds we were requested to address this topic by 
the German Wellness Association, and to offer the market a cor-
responding solution.

Our solution is based on sustainability, fair trade, ecological com-
ponents and ecological energy balance - without missing out on 
design, comfort, functionality or safety. In this way the adjustment 
of the treatment beds can be completed in three different ways: by 
muscle power alone or a movement supported by spring force, or 
with electrical actuators. Our choice was on the adjustment option 
supported by spring force. That is why for the height, back, incline, 
head section and armrest adjustment we used pneumatic springs.

The trend for using wooden parts in Green Spa is set to develop 
more and more in the direction of authentic wood products from 
local areas of cultivation. For this reason we decided on maple 
cultivated locally. Ecological principles are also taken into consid-
eration in the treatment of the wood elements such as the sealing.

We also pay special attention to sustainability and ecology with the 
upholstery which is why natural latex is used:
- The growing demand of consumers for products which contribute 
to sustainable development and are able to provide an answer to 
the increasing concern for a reasoned solution to the CO2 problem.

MLW Green
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- A positive energy balance: The energy required for production 
and the entire energy consumption and far better than other alter-
natives.
- A sustained, high quality bed comfort which is guaranteed by the 
unique product attributes. Natural latex is a renewable natural re-
source and therefore contributes to sustainable development. As 
soon as the rubber plantations are ready to enter production (be-
tween the 5th and 8th year of the tree’s life) it is possible to draw 
natural latex for 20 to 35 years. The total surface (in the entire 
world) coverage of the “Hevea Brasiliensis” is estimated to total 8 
to 9 million hectares. The total biomass of the rubber trees is able 
to neutralise around 90 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) per 
year.
- Guaranteed quality: The upholstery causes neither damp relat-
ed problems nor the development of fungus nor allergies. Direct 
contact occurs via the upholstery cover and should therefore be 
selected with the greatest of care. The cotton cover we use is an 
ecological product from fair trade with certification.
- Ecological product: EcoFair cotton yarn is a 100% organic prod-
uct. Only natural fertilizers and pesticides are used to promote the 
growth of the cotton plants and to provide protection against ill-
nesses and garden pests.
- Fair trade: The yarn used for the production of the EcoFair cover 
not only originates from ecological cultivation, it is also purchased 
according to the principles of fair trade.
- Certificate: EcoFair cotton yarn has been awarded the authentic-
ity and quality certificate for ecologically cultivated cotton.

GREEN SPA is a sustainability 
initiative from the German 

Wellness Association for the 
spa and wellness sector.

Our company supports the 
sustainable operation of spa 

and wellness facilities through 
suitable products and/or 

services.
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Evo Lounger

Hotel Molitor Paris - Mgallery Collection*****// 
France

© Abaca Corporate-Boris Zuliani
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Gharieni Evo Lounger

exclusive relaxation bed // actuators to adjust the head, back, leg 
and foot section // four pre-set positions // quilted soft PU uphol-
stery // in a range of different designs // pull-out tray // optional LED 
reading light 

height of the bed surface: approx. 50 cm // length: 205 cm // width: 
85 cm // load capacity of the bed surface: 250 kg

height of the bed surface: approx. 19.7 in // length: 80.7 in // width: 
33.5 in // load capacity of the bed surface: 550 lbs

LED Reading Lamp

with flexible arm // switch on the lamp head // pleasantly bright LED 
bulbs

Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery
Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down
Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Colour PU upholstery: soft and robust polyurethane 
surface // Colour: Choco or cream (standard: white)
Multi-coloured upholstery: 2 colours can be combined 
from the PU colour palette  
Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
Electrically retractable castors (mechanically retractable 
castors included in price of bed) 
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© Ramside Hall

Ramside Hall****// Carrville, Great Britain
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RL Aqua
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Gharieni RL Aqua

heated water bed // soft intermediate layer of foam // easy care syn-
thetic leather surface // optionally available cushion and knee roll //
in 37 different colours // optionally available with gentle water vibra-
tions// in different lengths and widths

height: 49 cm // length: 202 cm // width: 91 cm // load capacity of 
the bed surface: 160 kg

height: 19.3 in // length: 79.5 in // width: 35.8 in // load capacity of 
the bed surface: 352 lbs

Options 

Heating system

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings 
Colour upholstery: Synthetic leather standard
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top  

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)
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Gharieni RLX-Electric

relaxation bed with soft synthetic leather upholstery // motorised in-
cline adjustment // in over 1,000 colour combinations // exceptional 
design // optional reading lamp and neck support for comfortable 
relaxation.

entry height: 45 cm // projection length: 190 cm // width: 70 cm // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 160 kg

entry height: 17.7 in // projection length: 74.8 in // width: 27.6 in // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 352 lbs

Accessories RLX Models

Neck support // white  
Neck support // coloured   
Reading lamp // with LED technology  

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Foot switch: to control the basic functions RLX

Optionally with short or long legs.
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Gharieni RLX Light

relax bed especially for the area of spa relaxation // with fixed posi-
tion // sophisticated design

entry height: 38 cm // projection length: 174 cm // width: 66 cm // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 160 kg

entry height: 15.0 in // projection length: 68.5 in // width: 26.0 in // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 352 lbs

Gharieni RLX

relax bed especially for the area of spa relaxation // with fixed posi-
tion // optional heated bed surface, integrated massage function, 
music and reading light

entry height: 45 cm // projection length: 190 cm // width: 70 cm //
Load capacity of the bed surface: 160 kg

entry height: 17.7 in // projection length: 74.8 in // width: 27.6 in // 
load capacity of the bed surface: 352 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system 
with automatic shut-down

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
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© Seaham Hall

Seaham Hall // Great Britain
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Ellipse
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Gharieni Ellipse

massage table with double lift column technology // elliptic uphol-
stery // Base made from solid steel construction for maximum sta-
bility // available in different versions // with classic synthetic leather 
or PU upholstery // electrical height adjustment // back section ad-
justable via pneumatic spring

height: 61 - 101 cm // length: 194 cm // width: 78 cm // length of head 
section: 66 cm // length of bed surface: 128 cm // elevating force: 
300 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 350 kg

height: 24.0 - 39.8 in // length: 76.4 in // width: 30.7 in // length of 
head section: 26.0 in // length of bed surface: 50.4 in // elevating 
force: 660 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 770 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Color upholstery PU: choco or cream

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)
Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Gharieni RLL

massage table with double lift column technology // electrical height 
adjustment // back section adjustable via pneumatic spring // base 
made from solid steel construction for maximum stability // available 
in different versions // with classic synthetic leather or PU upholstery

height: 57 - 103 cm // length: 198 cm // width: 75 cm // length of head 
section: 66 cm // length of bed surface: 132 cm // elevating force: 300 
kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 350 kg

height: 22.4 - 40.6 in // length: 78.0 in // width: 29.5 in // length of head 
section: 26.0 in // length of bed surface: 52.0 in // elevating force: 660 
lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 770 lbs

Options 

Smart-thermo special: programmable heating system
with automatic shut-down

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard or PU, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Foot switch: to control the basic functions
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Massage Beds MLK Range

with electrical adjustment options // can be operated by hand or 
(optionally) with foot switch // head section can be set via pneumatic 
spring or with electrical actuator up to 30° upwards and downwards 
// with synthetic leather upholstery for pleasant resting comfort.

MLK ABS
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Gharieni MLK ABS with Lowerable Armrests

electrical height adjustment // head section adjustable by 30° with 
pneumatic spring // armrests lowerable via pneumatic spring 

height: 61 - 91 cm // length: 196 cm // width: 70 cm // length of head 
section: 42 cm // length of bed surface: 152 cm // elevating force: 
200 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 250 kg

height: 24.0 - 35.8 in // length: 77.2 in // width: 27.6 in // length of 
head section: 16.5 in // length of bed surface: 59.8 in // elevating 
force: 440 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 550 lbs

Storage tray for MLK and MLK ABS
White or titanium // under the bed surface // 82 x 45 cm ( 32.3 x 
17.7 in ) one or two trays possible

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Colour upholstery: Synthetic leather standard
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Gharieni MLK

short head section // longer bed surface // head section adjustable 
by +/- 30° via pneumatic spring or actuator // with hand-held switch 
(optional foot switch) 

height: 61 - 91 cm // length: 196 cm // width: 70 cm // length of head 
section: 42 cm // length of bed surface: 152 cm // elevating force: 
200 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 250 kg

height: 24.0 - 35.8 in // length: 77.2 in // width: 27.6 in // length of 
head section: 16.5 in // length of bed surface: 59.8 in // elevating 
force: 440 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 550 lbs

MLK // with 1 actuator    
MLK // with 2 actuators    

Gharieni MLL

long head section // shorter bed surface // head section adjustable 
by 75° via pneumatic spring or actuator

height: 61 - 91 cm // length: 196 cm // width: 70 cm // length of head 
section: 67 cm // length of bed surface: 127 cm // elevating force: 
200 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 250 kg

height: 24.0 - 35.8 in // length: 77.2 in // width: 27.6 in // length of 
head section: 26.4 in // length of bed surface: 50.0 in // elevating 
force: 440 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 550 lbs

MLL // with 1 actuator    
MLL // with 2 actuators    

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Colour upholstery: Synthetic leather standard
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
Foot switch: for height adjustment
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Gharieni Ayurveda Table

with hydraulic or electro-hydraulic height adjustment // upholstery 
especially for Ayurveda treatment methods // raised upholstery 
edge for use of bigger quantities of oil // oil resistant PU cover // 
four part PU accessory set with special headrests with drain de-
vice, Ayurveda roll pillow, crescent shaped massage headrest and 
armrest

height (without edge): 58 - 88 cm // length: 200 cm // width: 85 cm //
Lifting force*: 200 kg // load capacity of the bed surface: 200 kg

height (without edge): 22.8 - 34.6 in // length: 78.7 in // width: 33.5 in 
//Lifting force*: 440 lbs // load capacity of the bed surface: 440 lbs

Accessories For Massage Beds

Nose Slot Towels + Fleece Overlays
Extra soft, slotted throwaway towel to protect the upholstery on the 
headrests, exceptionally practical and hygienic. Recommended for 
all headrests featuring a nose slot. 30 x 21 cm (11.8 x 8.3 in)
Art. 45300 100 pieces  

Special design (open on one side) for all massage headrests
40 x 30 cm (15.7 x 11.8 in)
Art. 45301 100 pieces  

Washable Fleece
Practical and pleasant bed cover made from cotton pulp.
The material is washable up to 10 times. 80 x 200 cm (31.5 x 78.7 in)
Art. 45302 100 pieces  

Fleece Cover
Very soft fleece material, extra big as a bed cover, suitable for 
wrapping the customer in during or after a treatment.
130 x 230 cm (51.2 x 90.6 in)
Art. 45303 100 pieces  

Art. 45300

Art. 45302/03

Art. 45301

Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Art. 49051CH

Ayurveda bed with hydraulic height adjustment
Art. 49042CH  

Ayurveda bed with electro hydraulic height adjustment
Art. 49043CH   

Oil Resistant Protective Cover, Washable, Choco

protects the upholstery against stains // washable to 90°C
Art. 49051  
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Gharieni Shiatsu Mat

with durable foam filling // PUcover // foldable // in choco 

thickness: 8 cm // width: 180 / 90 cm // depth: 200 cm

thickness: 3.1 in // width: 70.9 / 35.4 in // depth: 78.7 in

Frame for Shiatsu Mat

made from real wood // disassemblable for transport // various co-
lours

height incl. upholstery: approx 25 cm // height w/o upholstery: 16 cm 
// width: 210 cm // depth: 210 cm

height incl. upholstery: approx 9.8 in // height w/o upholstery: 6.3 in 
// width: 82.7 in // depth: 82.7 in
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The Gharieni cosmetics beds are both functional and flexible. The 
sitting surfaces are multi-adjustable and can be controlled with a 
hand-held switch. Depending on the model of bed, up to eight posi-
tions can be saved using the memory function. The high quality actu-
ators from Linak are equipped with the “Spline” safety function which 
prevents the risk of crushing on moving parts. With non-motorised 
bed parts, Stabilus gas pressure springs ensure simple adjustment 
with little effort.

The design of the beds was configured taking ergonomic factors into 
account. Numerous well thought out details such as the optional Ro-
tonde turning function make working easier. The extendable head 
and foot sections offer comfort to customers of all body size.
The spa beds are fitted with white Gharieni synthetic leather uphol-
stery as standard. In addition to the standard equipment you are also 
able to choose from a wide range of colours here. These are pro-
vided on the back cover of the catalogue.
Select your favourites from the Gharieni colour palette or from the 
exclusive Ferrari Stamskin Top Collection! On some models of bed 
you can combine up to three different colours for your personal bed.

The casing is made out of robust, easy care and colour-fast plastic. 
On almost all models it is available both in the standard white and 
also in titanium.

You can view the options available for configuring your bed in the 
options table for the corresponding beds. Please find explanations 
of the individual options on the back cover of the catalogue. You can 
find an extensive list of accessories at the end of the relevant bed 
section, and in our "Wellness & Medical Accessories" catalogue.

330° Rotonde 
function
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Gharieni SPX & SPX Reverse

newly designed upholstery incl. mechanical Airback // compact base 
// exceptional design // suitable for almost all treatments // extendable 
foot and head section // electrically adjustable height, back, sitting an-
gle and leg section // eight freely selectable memory positions // hand-
held switch with lock function // Spline safety technology // optional 
foot control // also available with inverted base as reverse version

height: 56 - 92 cm // length: 136 - 200 cm // width with/without arm-
rests 66 / 80 cm // elevating force: 200 kg // load capacity of the 
sitting surface: 250 kg

height: 22.0 - 36.2 in // length: 53.5 - 78.7 in // width with/without 
armrests 26.0 / 31.5 in // elevating force: 440 lbs // load capacity of 
the sitting surface: 550 lbs
.

Options 

Electrical Airback: electro-pneumatic lumbar support 
system of the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest
XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic func-
tions and memory positions 

SPX Reverse

SPX
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Gharieni SPL Sphinx

new designed upholstery with a mechanical airbag included // 
solid basis with wood decor applications // extraordinary design 
// suitable for almost all treatments // comfort padding made of PU 
material or artificial leather // armrests padded on both sides // ex-
tendable head and foot part // height, back part, leg section and 
seat inclination electrically-adjustable // eight free selectable mem-
ory positions // hand switch with locking function // spline safety 
technology // optional foot control

Height: 56-92 cm approx. // Length: 144-200 cm approx. // Width 
with/without armrests: 80/66 cm approx. // Lifting capacity: 200 kg 
// Capacity of the seating surface: 250 kg 

Height: 21.8-35.9 in approx. // length: 56.2-78.0 in approx. // width 
with/without armrests: 31.2/25.7 in approx. // lifting capacity: 440 lb 
// capacity of the seating surface: 550 lb

SPL Sphinx
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Bilder zeigen Sonderausstattung!

Beauty Beds // SPL Sphinx  

Optionen 

Airback elektrisch: elektro-pneumatisches 
Lordosen-Unterstützungssystem des Polsters 

Smart-Thermo Heizsystem

Vibro-Wellness: sanft schwingendes Vibrationssystem 
mit vielen Einstellmöglichkeiten   

Color-Polster: max. 2 verschiedene Farben möglich 
Kunstleder standard, je Farbe
Kunstleder Ferrari Stamskin Top, je Farbe

Logo Stickerei: je nach Aufwand ab

Multifunktionshalterung ohne Kopfstütze: wird benötigt 
zum Anbringen der separat erhältlichen Hörnchen- bzw.
U-förmigen Kopfstütze
XL-Verbreiterung: Aufsatz zur Verbreiterung der Liege im 
oberen Rückenbereich

On  
request

Color-XL-Verbreiterung: max. 2 verschiedene Farben möglich
Kunstleder standard, je Farbe
Kunstleder Ferrari Stamskin Top, je Farbe

Audio-Relax-Kopfstütze: mit integrierten Lautsprechern 
zum Anschluss an handelsübliche Player
Rotonde 330°  (um ca. 2 cm höherer Einstieg): um 330° 
drehbare Sitzfläche 

Color-Verschalung: Verschalung in Titan

Dekoroberflächen aus unserer Kollektion, ab
(Weiß und Wenge sind im Liegenpreis enthalten)

Fußschalter: zum Ansteuern der Grundfunktionen
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Gharieni SPL

fully electric // four rapid actuators // electrically adjustable height, 
back, sitting angle and leg section // ergonomic one-piece syn-
thetic leather comfort upholstery including mechanical Airback // 
Extendable foot and head section // four freely selectable memory 
positions // hand-held switch // Spline safety technology // also 
available as a chiropody version

height: 55 - 96 cm // length: 144 - 203 cm // width without/with arm-
rests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force: 200 kg // load capacity of the 
sitting surface: 250 kg

height: 21.7 - 37.8 in // length: 56.7 - 79.9 in // width without/with 
armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force: 440 lbs // load capacity of 
the sitting surface: 550 lbs

.

SPL
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Options 

Electrical Airback: electro-pneumatic lumbar support 
system of the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest
XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm higher): 
sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° 

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic 
functions 
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Gharieni SPL Soft

SPL technology with extra soft upholstery incl. mechanical Airback 
// completely electric // four rapid actuators // electrically adjustable 
height, back, sitting angle and leg section // ergonomic soft PU 
upholstery or synthetic leather upholstery // extendable foot and 
head section // four freely selectable memory positions // hand-held 
switch // Spline safety technology // also available as a chiropody 
version

height: 59 - 100 cm* // length: 144 - 203 cm // width without/with 
armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force: 200 kg // load capacity of the 
sitting surface: 250 kg

height: 23.2 - 39.4 in* // length: 56.7 - 79.9 in // width without/with 
armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force: 440 lbs // load capacity of 
the sitting surface: 550 lbs

. 

SPL Soft
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Options 

Airback-electric: electro-pneumatic 3-zone lumbar sup-
port system in the upholstery 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Colour upholstery: up to 2 different colours possible, 
synthetic leather of PU as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest
XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Rotonde 330° (for access which is approx. 2 cm higher): 
sitting surface that can be swivelled by 330° 

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Gharieni SLR 

base in titanium visuals with stainless steel elements // low access 
// mechanically extendable castors // anatomically designed syn-
thetic leather upholstery designed from a single piece incl. mechan-
ical Airback // electrically adjustable height, back, sitting angle and 
leg section // four memory positions savable // hand-held switch //
different armrest versions optionally usable // removable armrests // 
narrow back width for flexible working

height: 58 (48 cm in tilted position) - 85 cm // length: 188 - 210 cm 
// width without armrests: 64 cm // elevating force: 200 kg // load 
capacity: approx. 250 kg

height: 22.8 (18.9 in in tilted position) - 33.5 in // length: 74.0 - 82.7 
in // width without armrests: 25.2 in // elevating force: 440 lbs // load 
capacity: approx. 550 lbs

SLR // without armrests   

Small armrests
54 x 8 cm (21.3 x 3.1 in) // upholstered
Pair  Art. 44001  

Wide armrests
54 x 12 cm (21.3 x 4.7 in) // seamless, from PU
Pair Art. 44002  

.

SLR
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Options 

Electrical Airback: electro-pneumatic lumbar support 
system of the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    
Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest

Mechanically retractable castors 

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic 
functions 
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Gharieni SL XP + SL XP Reverse

available in five drive versions // up to four drives // height, back, 
sitting angle and leg section adjustable electrically or via pneumatic 
cylinder according to the model // ergonomic one-piece synthetic 
leather comfort upholstery incl. mechanical Airback // extendable 
foot and head section // four freely selectable memory positions //
Hand-held switch // Spline safety technology // also available as a 
chiropody or as a reverse version with inverted base

height: 59 - 90 cm // length: 144 - 203 cm // width without / with 
armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force 200 kg // load capacity of the 
sitting surface: 250 kg

height: 23.2 - 35.4 in // length: 56.7 - 79.9 in // width without / with 
armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force 297 / 352 lbs // load capac-
ity of the sitting surface: 352 lbs

SL XP
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Options 

Airback technology: pneumatic lumbar support system in 
the upholstery 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 
Rotonde 330 (for access which is approx. 2 cm higher): sit-
ting surface that can be swivelled by 330° (not at Reverse)

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Foot switch with memory function: to control basic 
functions 

SL XP Reverse

SL XP
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HTL
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Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Gharieni HTL

four actuators // electrically adjustable height, back sitting angle 
and leg section // one-piece synthetic leather comfort upholstery // 
extendable head section // four freely selectable memory positions 

height of hand-held switch: 59 - 90 cm // length: 144 - 203 cm // 
width without/with armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force: 200 kg // 
load capacity of the sitting surface: 250 kg

height of hand-held switch: 23.2 - 35.4 in // length: 56.7 - 79.9 in // 
width without/with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating force: 440 lbs 
// load capacity of the sitting surface: 550 lbs
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LR

Art. 44004

Gharieni LR

Lifting column support treatment bed // anatomically designed syn-
thetic leather upholstery produced from a single piece incl. me-
chanical three way Airback // electrically adjustable height, back 
sitting angle and leg section // four memory positions savable // 
hand-held switch // different armrest versions optionally usable 
// removable armrests // narrow back width for flexible working // 
compact base // also available as chiropody version 

height: 56 - 80 cm // length: 151 - 215 cm // width without armrests: 
61 cm // elevating force: 250 kg // load capacity of the sitting sur-
face: 300 kg

height: 22.0 - 31.5 in // length: 59.4 - 84.6 in // width without arm-
rests: 24.0 in // elevating force: 550 lbs // load capacity of the sitting 
surface: 660 lbs

Treatment bed LR // without armrests   

Small armrests
54 x 8 cm (21.3 x 3.1 in) // upholstered
Pair  Art. 44001  

Wide armrests
54 x 12 cm (21.3 x 4.7 in) // seamless, from polyurethane
Pair  Art. 44002  

.
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Options 

Triple Airback technology: electro-pneumatic 3-zone 
lumbar support system in the upholstery

Smart-thermo heating system 

Vibro-wellness: gentle vibration system with a range of 
different settings    

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Multifunctional mounting without headrest: is required 
in order to attach the separately available crescent or U 
shaped headrest
XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Electrically retractable castors

Foot switch: to control the basic functions 
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Options 

Smart-thermo heating system 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Metal components in special colour (white, titanium or 
dark brown included in the price of the bed)

Decorative surfaces from our collection,  from
(White and wenge are included in the price)

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006

Gharieni Lina Select

available with 3 base versions // extendable and removable head 
and foot section // height, back, seat angle and leg section electri-
cally or mechanically adjustable // upholstery sewn in a single piece 
// with a layer of memory foam // pivotable armrests with double 
cushion // in modern metal or wood design

height (depending on model): approx. 54 - 96 cm // length: 142 - 202 
cm // width without/with armrests: 62 / 80 cm // elevating force: 200 
kg // load capacity of the sitting surface: 250 kg

height (depending on model): approx. 21.3 - 37.8 in // length: 55.9 
- 79.5 in // width without/with armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in // elevating 
force: 440 lbs // load capacity of the sitting surface: 550 lbs

Lina Select Static
Treatment table with floor mounting for maximum stability and legroom.

Lina Select Wood
Delicate foot with wooden decor

Lina Select Alu aluminium-coated foot // with lateral wooden and 
artificial leather made applications

Lina Select
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Lina Select Alu

Lina Select Wood

Lina Select Static

Lina Select Basic 

no electric fittings // fixed height of 54 cm (21.3 in) // pneumatic ad-
justment options for tilt, back and leg section // hand-held solution 
for back and angle adjustment.
 

Lina Select 1

electric height adjustment // three pneumatic adjustment options 
for tilt, back and leg section // hand-held solution for back and an-
gle adjustment.
 

Lina Select 2 

electrical height adjustment and choice of back or tilt setting // 
pneumatic adjustment option for leg section and back (recom-
mended) or tilting angle // hand-held solution for back or tilt adjust-
ment
 

Lina Select 3

electrical height, back and tilt adjustment // with pneumatic leg sec-
tion adjustment
 

Lina Select 4 
four actuators, completely electric
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Gharieni PLS Cos Hydraulic

no electric fittings // hydraulic height adjustment // seat rotates by 
360° // synthetic leather surface // tilting head section // three pneu-
matic adjustment possibilities for the tilt, back and leg section // 
also available as chiropody version

height: 59 - 79 cm // width without / with armrests: 49 / 68 cm

height: 23.2 - 31.1 in // width without / with armrests: 19.3 / 26.8 in

Options 

Coloured upholstery: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

Rotonde 360°: 360° rotating seat
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Gharieni SL XP Hydraulic

no electric fittings // hydraulic height adjustment // seat rotates by 
360° // ergonomic comfort upholstery throughout with mechanical 
Airback // synthetic leather surface // extendable foot and head sec-
tion // three pneumatic adjustment options for the tilting back and 
leg section // also available as chiropody version

height: 64 - 83 cm // length: 144 - 203 cm // width without / with 
armrests: 62 / 80 cm

height: 25.2 - 32.7 in // length: 56.7 - 79.9 in // width without / with
armrests: 24.4 / 31.5 in

Options 

Airback technology: pneumatic lumbar support system in 
the upholstery 

Coloured upholstery: max. 3 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour  

Logo embroidery: depending on effort

XL widening: Attachment to widen the bed in the upper 
back section 

Coloured XL widening: max. 2 different colours possible
Synthetic leather as standard, per colour
Synthetic leather Ferrari Stamskin Top, per colour

Audio-relax headrest: with built-in loudspeakers to con-
nect to standard players 

Rotonde 360°: 360° rotating seat

Colour casing: Casing in titanium

Castor set, with brakes Art. 73006
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Art. 46005

Art. 42006/40

Art. 42005/40

Art. 42005/60

Art. 42064

Art. 42020

Art. 42017

Art. 42006/60

Art. 42065
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Dentalax neck support
for the anatomical support of the cervical vertebra // white or coloured 
// with tape fastener
Art. 46005  
Colour surcharge   

Hygiene paper roll
9 pieces of 500 x 50 cm (196.9 x 19.7 in) // each approx. 37 cm 
(14.6 in) perforated
Art. 42065   less 8 pieces    
Art. 42065   from 9 pieces   

Roll mount incl. 1 paper roll
Art. 42064  

Manicure bowl 
Art. 42020  

Manicure bowl holder
Art. 42017  

Neck / knee roll
white // semi-cylindrical // 40cm (15.7in) 
Art. 42006/40   
white // semi-cylindrical // 60cm (23.6in) 
Art. 42006/60  
white // cylindrical // 40 cm (15.7in) 
Art. 42005/40  
white // cylindrical // 60 cm (23.6in) 
Art. 42005/60  

Foot rolls for chiropody patient chairs
Alternative to standard foot sections // cylindrical design // offer a 
wide range of cover options // suitable for almost all Gharieni chi-
ropody beds (apart from PLS).
Art. 47000      

Hygiene collection system
(for SL & SPL Podo)
Practical accessories for your chiropody bed.
Rather than the extendable foot section, the 
collection system is fitted here instead - ei-
ther directly or as an upgrade! This can be 
removed at any time and swapped for the foot 
section. Very hygienic, helpful and time sav-
ing, especially with wet treatments. incl. 40 
hygiene bags.
Art. 42063   
40 hygiene bags
Art. 42060  

Armrest for blood test
(for LR, SLR & SLRmed)
Removable armrest for the LR, SLR, SLRmed and dialysis bed mod-
els // ball joint for turning in all directions // arm swivelling outwards 
and inwards // adjustable upwards with pneumatic spring
Art. 42063     

For the care of our beds we recommend:

Mikrozid Sensitiv (no image)
does not contain alcohol // especially gentle // against bacteria, 
fungi and viruses (such as HBV, HIV, Rota, Vaccinia)
Wipes     Art. 79418  
Liquid Art. 79417  

oro® 
Synthetic leather cleaner
Cleans and maintains chair covers and other 
synthetic leather surfaces // Through the simul-
taneous use of oro® synthetic leather cleaner 
and care and the special sponge included with 
the set, dirt and stains which are hard to remove 
can also be removed quickly and thoroughly.
Art. 79444  

Art. 42020

Art. 42017

Foot cover
Chrome steel sheet / protects the casing // practical cover for the 
feet // for PLS, SLXP and SLS
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Exquisite terry products
indicate, that you place great importance on com-
fort in your massage studio or Spa. First-class 
production guarantees the exquisite design, per-
fect manufacture and  - of course - high quality 
materials of our compress cloths, facial cleansing 
cloths and towels as well as of our upholstery-
covers. The selected material convinces through 
its comfortable grip, extreme absorbency and 
wonderful, comfortable skin sensation. In ad-
dition, the fabrics and covers including their 
borders and logos will keep form and size. Top 
quality colouring guarantees demanding colour 
nuances of highest quality and stability.
As we provide these offers you can take advan-
tage of receiving cloths/towels and covers as well 
as velour cloths and cotton sheets from a single 
source. 
So, not only the quality is right! Moreover, the 
coherent presentation of your Spa/institute is 
enabled. Please use our Wellness- & Medical-
Accessories Catalogue to receive further infor-
mation about our terry products.
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Our covers, which are specially-manufactured 
for our Spa-Tables, will perfectly protect your 
working devices from dirt and heavy use. Due to 
the high-quality material machine laundry (max. 
60°C) for hygienic cleaning is thus possible. Inter-
nal elastic bands keep the single sections exactly 
in the right position. All functions of the Spa-Table 
will continue working.

Our covers are available in three different col-
ours: White, Choco and Crème.

It would be best if you order the relevant cover 
when purchasing the Spa-Table. Our team will be 
happy to advise you.

The right cover for 
your Gharieni bed.
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Multifunction 
Treatment Units

Multifunction
 Treatment Units

Spa Trolley HST 

Spa Trolley GST

Rotary Design

Twin 

Shiro Dhara

GlaStyle

Junior
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Golf & Spa Resort Andreus***** // 
St. Leonhard, Italy
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Spa Trolley HST
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Gharieni Spa Trolley HST

multifunction treatment unit as exclusive furniture // stowable fa-
cial steamer with herbs device // FDS (Foam Detecting System) to 
switch off the facial steamer during the build of foam due to soiling 
// swivelling facial steamer arm // large storage space // pull-out tray 
// shelf with partition // Hot-Cabi compartment // magnifying lamp 
holder // compartment for Flex magnifying lamp // castors // in many 
décors and different versions

height: 89 cm // width (closed): 50 cm // width (incl. facial steamer):
82 cm // depth (without handle): 48 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 35.0 in // width (closed): 19.7 in // width (incl. facial steamer):
32.3 in // depth (without handle): 18.9 in // depth (incl. handle): 21.3 in
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Spa Trolley GST
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Gharieni Spa Trolley GST

multifunction treatment unit as exclusive furniture // stowable facial 
steamer with herbs device // FDS (Foam Detecting System) to switch 
off the facial steamer during the build of foam due to soiling // swivel-
ling facial steamer arm // large storage space // drawer with variable 
patition system // Hot-Cabi compartment // magnifying lamp holder // 
compartment for Flex magnifying lamp // castors // in many décors

height: approx 117 cm // width (closed): approx 70 cm // width (incl. 
facial steamer): approx 109 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: approx 46.1 in // width (closed): approx 27.6 in // width (incl. 
facial steamer): approx 42.9 in // depth: 19.7 in 
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Rotary Design

Also freely configurable without steaming unit
(see picture)
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Gharieni Multifunction Treatment Unit 
Rotary Design

compact multifunction treatment unit // compact rotary type design 
// aluminium body // short heat-up phase // swivelling steam arm 
// easy operation // water supply via funnel from above // easily 
removable water tank // felt ring for aromatic treatments // herbs 
device (optional) // big radius of action // modular design // can be 
arranged according to individual requirements // choice of up to 
four modules // can be enhanced with further devices, magnifying 
lamp and additional accessories // available in white, dark brown 
and titanium as standard // other colours possible at extra cost

Basic module

Base incl. power block   
Wood décor base    

Facial steamer AluVap

Facial steamer AluVap  
Herb option   
coloured light   

Modules (four available)

Peeling  
Vac/Spray   
Pulse Vac/Spray  
Iono  
High frequency   
Turning drawer   

Additional devices

Hot/Cold   

DeLuxe Plus magnifying lamp
white  Art. 41833  
titanium Art. 41834  
Adapter for magnifying lamps   
Additional magnifying lamp models are availableon request.

Accessories

Hygiene container with holder   
Beaker and cup holder Art. 90300  
Felt rings, 10 pieces Art. 90318  

Rotary Design
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Twin
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Gharieni Twin Treatment Unit

flexible tower version // modular arrangement possible // shelves 
from glass or wood décor // up to three trays // facial steamer body 
made from stable aluminium // modular design // can be arranged 
according to individual requirements // choice of up to four device 
modules // optionally available with Shiro Dhara attachment // can 
be upgraded with devices, magnifying lamp and additional acces-
sories 

Basic module

Twin Trolley incl. power block    
Tray (glass or wenge décor)    

Facial steamer AluVap

Facial steamer AluVap  
Herb option   
coloured light   

Modules (four available)

Peeling  
Vac/Spray   
Pulse Vac/Spray  
Iono  
High frequency   
Turning drawer   

Additional devices

Hot/Cold  
Shiro Dhara attachment  

DeLuxe Plus magnifying lamp
white  Art. 41833  
titanium Art. 41834  
Adapter for magnifying lamps   
Additional magnifying lamp models are availableon request.

Accessories

Hygiene container with holder   
Beaker and cup holder Art. 90300  
Felt rings, 10 pieces Art. 90318  

Twin
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Gharieni Shiro Dhara Junior

for oil forehead pouring // height-adjustable tray and arm // tray 
base available in glass or wood in wenge look // oil treatment bowl 
with adjustable tap and suspension device // can be enhanced with 
additional trays // castors // available in chrome colours and dark 
brown

Additional tray for Shiro Dhara trolley  
Available with glass or wood base in wenge look incl. edge and 
trolley attachment

Gharieni Shiro Dhara Wood

base in wood décor // with tray and oil drainage device incl. collec-
tion glass // different collection containers usable // height adjust-
able elements // castors // available in chrome colours and dark 
brown
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Gharieni GlaStylemodel

with up to three glass trays // swivelling devices and facial steamer 
// number of glass trays as well as facial steamer configuration and 
device modules selectable // can be upgraded with facial steamer 
lamp and additional accessories

Basic module

Base in white or titanium     
Glass tray     

Facial steamer AluVap

Facial steamer AluVap incl. mount   
Herb option    
Coloured light    

Modules

Power-Block incl. mount   
Peeling      
Vac/Spray     
Pulse Vac/Spray   
Iono   
High frequency    
Hot/Cold    

DeLuxe Plus magnifying lamp
white  Art. 41833    
titanium  Art. 41834    
Adapter for magnifying lamps    
Additional magnifying lamp models are available in our “Medical, Feet & Care” catalogue.

Accessories

Hygiene container with holder    
Felt rings, 10 pieces Art. 90318   

AluVap titanium

lockable caster

Decorative glass tray 
with rail

Magnifying lamp
DeLuxe Plus
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Gharieni Junior Multifunction Treatment Unit

with up to three glass trays // additional shelves in base // Trays in 
glass or wood décor // modular arrangement possible

Exchangeable wood trays available upon enquiry!
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Rotary Design

LED Colour Light
Facial Steamer

AluVap Junior

Facial SteamersFacial Steamers
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Rotary Design AluVap
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Gharieni Facial Steamer Rotary Design AluVap

aluminium body // short heat-up phase // rotating evaporating arm 
// easy to operate // water supply via funnel from above // easily 
removable water tank // felt ring for aromatic treatments // herb de-
vice (optional) // magnifying lamp attachment // large action radius 
// available in titanium, white or dark brown

heat output: 950 watts // heating phase (with half filled container):
under 5 min // optimum range of treatment: 40 cm (15.7 in) // (with 
intensive full steam experience) // duration of steam treatment: ap-
prox. 30 min

AluVap Colour 

Make your daily work equipment into a stylish eye catcher that 
your customers will remember you for, and give it a colour of your 
choice. 

Gharieni Facial Steamer AluVap Mini

Attributes as Rotary Design Aluvap // more compact design
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LED Coloured Light Facial Steamer 

latest LED technology // exclusive “face bio sauna” for your studio 
// pleasantly warm steam for the gentle opening of the pores // for 
the natural cleaning of the facial skin // choice of nine colours //au-
tomatic colour change // further information on the meaning of the 
colours is provided in the LED coloured lights section // optionally 
available with a special device for herbs and essential oils

White

Yellow

Orange

Red

Magenta

Violet

Blue

Turquoise

Green
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Gharieni Facial Steamer AluVap Junior

extremely elegant // functional base element for successful cos-
metic treatments // easily filled with funnel // removable glass water 
tank // attachment for felt rings // swivelling facial steamer head // 
height adjustable stand // five castor safety base // aluminium facial 
steamer case

Accessories

Felt rings, 10 pieces  Art. 90318    

AluVap Junior
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Furniture

Equipment Trolleys

Manicure Tables

Stools + Chairs 

Furnishing Furnishing 
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K9 Furniture
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Gharieni K9 Laundry Trolley

for storing dirty laundry // easy to empty with big feeder slot // wash-
ing requiring laundry easily removed through big front cover // draw-
er with tip-on technology // rubber castors for pushing // available in 
a choice of décors

height: 81.5 cm // width: 66 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 32.1 in // width: 26.0 in // depth: 16.9 in

Gharieni K9 Cosmetics Trolley

understated elegance // four spacious drawers // smooth sliding of 
the drawers via “tip on automatic” // attractive handle for pushing 
the furniture // cushioned castors // available in different décors

height: 81.5 cm // width: 66 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 32.1 in // width: 26.0 in // depth: 16.9 in

Gharieni K9 Washbasin Cabinet

flexible and elegant // three sections for towels, wide range of tools, 
dirty laundry and much more // Installation of a basin possible // can 
be arranged individually // in a range of décors

height: 77 cm // width: 176.5 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 30.3 in // width: 69.5 in // depth: 19.7 in

K9 Cosmetics TrolleyK9 Laundry Trolley

K9 Washbasin Cabinet
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K10 Furniture

Gharieni K10 Furniture Series 

The new furniture series K 10 is the innovative further development 
of the successful K 9series. K 10 is designed as a modular system 
with a gap-free surface, which covers the single elements and en-
closes them like a frame. The K 10 series provides a perfect and 
aesthetic organization system for your treatment room.
The basic module is available in three variants relevant to your 
needs and the size of your treatment room: for two, three or four 
individually customised built-in modules with a width of 107 cm to 
207 cm. You can also choose the built-in modules - a drawer mod-
ule, a cabinet module and a base cabinet module - relevant to your 
needs.

Furthermore, a particularly practical feature is the perfectly inte-
grable treatment unit Spa Trolley HST K 10-Module. This module 
is equipped with soundless low-friction rollers and can easily be 
pulled out for treatment and closed after treatment. The Spa Trolley 
HST is equipped with a stowable evaporator incl. herb-apparatus. 
The integrated FDS (Foam Detecting System) switches off the 
evaporator if any foaming caused by contamination occurs; moreo-
ver, the arm of the evaporator is pivotable. 
This module also provides a large storage space, a telescopic tray, 
a drawer and a compartment with integrated Hot Cabi. Further-
more, it is equipped with a storage compartment for the magnifying 
lamp Flex and a holder for the lamp. The base modules and built-in 
modules are - of course - available in many noble decors suitable 
for a perfect presentation in your institute. The installation of an 
additional basin is also possible.
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Gharieni K10 Furniture Series 

available in three versions: incl. 2, 3 or 4 modules // individually 
customised built-in modules // optional available in many different 
decors // also available as a wash-stand base cabinet // installation 
of a worktop washbasin is possible

Gharieni K10 2-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 107 cm // depth: 60 cm
height: 36.6 in // width: 42.1 in // depth: 23.6 in 

Gharieni K10 3-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 157 cm // depth: 60 cm 
height: 36.6 in // width: 61.8 in // depth: 23.6 in 

Gharieni K10 4-Part-Basic Module Frame               

height: 93 cm // width: 207 cm // depth: 60 cm 
height: 36.6 in // width: 81.5 in // depth: 23.6 in   

Gharieni K10 Built-in Modules                       

Available modules: drawer module, cabinet module, base-cabinet 
module

Gharieni Spa Trolley HST K10 Module

treatment-unit with rollers - can be pulled out from the relevant mo-
dule during treatment // stowable vaporiser // FDS (Foam Detecting 
System) to switch off the vaporiser when contaminated by foam 
formation due to pollution // arm of vaporiser is rotatable // large 
storage space // telescopic tray // drawer // compartment with inte-
grated Hot-Cabi // magnifying lamp mounting // storage compart-
ment for magnifying lamp Flex // available in many different decors

Gharieni Equipment-Trolley HST K10-Module

equipment trolley with rollers - can be pulled out from the relevant 
module during treatment // compartment with integrated Hot-Cabi 
// large storage space // telescopic tray // drawer // magnifying lamp 
mounting // available in many different decors

Basic Module Frame
Drawer Module

Cabinet Module

Spa Trolley HST K10 Module

Base Cabinet Module for Sink
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K10 2-Part-Basic Module Frame                     K10 3-Part-Basic Module Frame                    K10 4-Part-Basic Module Frame                     

Gharieni K10 Built-in Modules                    

Spa-Trolley HST K10-Module

Equipment-Trolley HST K10-Module
Drawer Modules

Cabinet Modules with integrated Vaporiser and Hot-Cabi

with integrated Hot-Cabi
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Gharieni K10 Furniture Series- Handles

Choose the matching handle for your K 10 piece of furniture! Four 
different models of handles are available, e.g. embedded shell 
grips or bar handles made of metal or leather.

Shell Grips

Embedded handle // aluminium // chromium-plated, matt

Handle Strip

Attached handle strip // zinc die-casting // aluminium-coloured

Furniture Handle - Stainless Steel

Attached bar handle // stainless steel // matt brushed

Furniture Handle - Leather

Attached bar handle // zinc die-casting // chromium-plated, matt // 
leather-lining

Shell Grips Handle Strip Furniture Handle - Stainless Steel Furniture Handle - Leather
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Gharieni K10 Presentation Furniture

You put your products into perspective when using K 10 presenta-
tion furniture. You will update the look of your rooms with the mod-
ern and puristic appearance of the presentation furniture, the large 
selection of wooden decors and the subtle and refined illumination.

Gharieni K10 Presentation Wall

Selected Bi-Color-Design // three shelves // different wooden sur-
faces and colours available // optional available: Backlight-illumina-
tion for discreet illumination

height: 230 cm // width: 160 cm // shelving depth: 40 cm

height: 90.6 in // width: 63.0 in // shelving depth: 15.7 in

Gharieni K10 Presentation Showcase

Selected Bi-Color-Design // glass cover for the protection of the 
goods // different wooden surfaces and colours available // optional 
available: illuminated frame // sufficient space on the front for your 
logo 

height: 116 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 40 cm

height: 45.7 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 15.7 in
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Gharieni K10 Reception Counters

A first impression is lasting! Welcome your customers with this op-
tical highlight. Gharieni`s reception counters offer everything you 
need: sufficient space for your equipment, much additional stor-
age space, discreet illumination and a large area for individual 
branding. Many wooden decor surfaces and two different sizes are 
available, so the K10 reception counters are suitable for almost all 
reception areas. 

Selected Bi-Color-Design // different wooden surfaces and col-
ours available // optional available: illuminated frame on the front 
// diverse drawers and compartments for keyboard, computer and 
materials // drawers with Tip-On-technology // two different sizes 
available // sufficient space on the front for your logo

Gharieni K10 Reception Counters - Small

height: 90 cm // width: 120 cm // depth: 70 cm

height: 35.4 in // width: 47.2 in // depth: 27.6 in

Gharieni K10 Reception Counters - Large

height: 90 cm // width: 160 cm // depth: 70 cm

height: 35.4 in // width: 63.0 in // depth: 27.6 in
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MLX Trolley
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Gharieni MLX Trolley

multifunctional equipment trolley // wide range of versions and de-
signs available // possibility of combining high and low tip-on draw-
ers // circular grip // high quality castors

height: 76,5 cm (small), 88 cm (medium), 99 cm (large) // width with-
out grip: 45 cm // width incl. grip: 54 cm // depth: 45 cm

height: 30.1 in (small). 34.6 in (medium). 39.0 in (large) // width 
without grip: 17.7 in // width incl. grip: 21.3 in // depth: 17.7 in

 

Small (height: 76,5 cm)Medium (height: 88 cm)Large (height: 99 cm)

Additional tray with the framework for safe placing of products 
// removable // same decor as trolley // total height of the trolley 
increases by about 12 cm (4.7 inch)
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Gharieni MLX Display Trolley

optionally illuminated display for the eye-catching positioning of 
your preparations // lateral shelves // folding shelf and drawer in 
front section // available in differing décors // on castors

height: 99 cm // width (without handle): 45 cm // width (incl. handle): 
54 cm // depth (without handle): 45 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 39.0 in // width (without handle): 17.7 in // width (incl. han-
dle): 21.3 in // depth (without handle): 17.7 in // depth (incl. handle): 
21.3 in

Gharieni MLX Display Trolley Plus

optionally illuminated display for the eye-catching positioning of 
your preparations // lateral shelves // folding shelf and drawer in 
front section // hot cabi compartment // available in differing décors 
// on castors

height: 99 cm // width (without handle): 50,5 cm // width (incl. han-
dle): 60 cm // depth (without handle): 52 cm // depth (incl. handle): 
62 cm

height: 39.0 in // width (without handle): 19.9 in // width (incl. han-
dle): 23.6 in // depth (without handle): 20.5 in // depth (incl. handle): 
24.4 in
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Gharieni MLX Wax Trolley

with integrated wax heater // practical rubbish container // lateral 
shelves // table top can be pushed back // available in differing 
décors // on castors

height: 99 cm // width without grip: 45 cm // width incl. grip: 54 cm //
depth (without handle): 45 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 39.0 in // width without grip: 17.7 in // width incl. grip: 21.3 
in // depth (without handle): 17.7 in // depth (incl. handle): 21.3 in

Gharieni MLX Wax Trolley Plus

with integrated wax heater // retractable compartment for depila-
tion  wax guns // practical waste container  //  lateral storage com-
partments // desk top movable backwards // available in various 
designs // on castors

height: 99 cm // width without grip: 45 cm // width incl. grip: 54 cm //
depth (without handle): 45 cm // depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

height: 39.0 in // width without grip: 17.7 in // width incl. grip: 21.3 
in // depth (without handle): 17.7 in // depth (incl. handle): 21.3 in
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Gharieni HST Wax Trolley Duo

with two integrated wax heaters // three drawer compartments // 
supporting surface can be pushed back // available in various de-
cors // on rollers

Height: 89 cm // Width: 50 cm // Depth (without handle): 48 cm // 
Depth (incl. handle): 54 cm

Height: 34.7 in // Width: 19.5 in // Depth (without handle): 18.7 in // 
Depth (incl. handle): 21.1 in
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Gharieni EasyStore Drawers Module

mobile, modular drawer cabinet // number of drawer elements selec-
table // up to five elements // light running castors

height: 97.5 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 55 cm

height: 38.4 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 21.7 in

Additional individual drawer element   
The EasyStore drawers module can be extended or reduced with 
individual drawer elements.

Gharieni EasyStore Shelf Module

mobile cabinet // flexible shelves // light running castors // use as a 
mobile solitary furniture or in a row of furniture // 50 different décors 

height: 97.5 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 55 cm

height: 38.4 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 21.7 in
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All the prices of these high quality, elegant designer modules apply 
to the white or wenge décor. It is also possible to optionally choose 
from over 50 additional wood and colour décors in matt or high gloss 
varnish and thereby find the suitable visuals for the corresponding 
practice. The chiropody system is especially elegant in the new "Eb-
ony" wood décor, for instance, a modern gloss wood visual effect.
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Images and colours may differ slightly and are therefore non-binding!
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Square Trolley
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Gharieni Square Trolley

mobile preparations trolley // lateral shelves // folding compartment 
for waste and two shelves in the front area // handles on left and 
right // pull-out tray // available in differing décors // on castors

height: approx. 82 cm // width (without handle): 45 cm // width (incl. 
handle): 54 cm // depth: 45 cm

height: approx. 32.3 in // width (without handle): 17.7 in // width (incl. 
handle): 21.3 in // depth: 17.7 in
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Gharieni CL Trolley

mobile preparations trolley // in modern semi metal optics // stor-
age compartments at the front // three drawers at the rear, terraced 
disposed // rail // available in different patterns // castors // device 
for seperately extractable facial tissues

height: approx 78 cm // width: approx 44 cm // depth: approx 67 cm

height: approx 30.7 in // width: approx 17.3 in // depth: approx 26.4 in

CL Trolley
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Gharieni Laundry Trolley TK

mobile laundry trolley // modern design // metal frame // front in 
various shades of wood // practical laundry flap // pull-out laundry 
box // three shelves // with or without castors available

height: approx 90 cm // width: 110 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: approx 35.4 in // width: 43.3 in // depth: 16.9 in

Laundry Trolley TK
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Gharieni Equipment Trolley GL 45

pull-out storage space for differing equipment // three shelves // four 
big rubber castors, of which two braking // in white or wenge décor 
// further décors optional

Width: 45 cm / depth: 40 cm / height: 80 cm

Width: 17.7 in / depth: 15.7 in / height: 31.5 in

GL 45 Art. 35121   

Gharieni Equipment Trolley GL 60

pull-out storage space for differing equipment // three big shelves 
// four big rubber castors, of which two braking // in white or wenge 
décor // further décors optional

Width: 60 cm / depth: 40 cm / height: 80 cm

Width: 23.6 in / depth: 15.7 in / height: 31.5 in

GL 60 Art. 35120   

Gharieni Equipment Trolley Quadrat

pull-out storage space for equipment // two small 10 cm (3.9 in)
shelves // one big 21 cm (8.3 in) shelf // four big rubber wheels of 
which two braking // in white or wenge décor // further décors op-
tional

Width: 40 cm / depth: 42 cm / height: 102 cm

Width: 15.7 in / depth: 16.5 in / height: 40.2 in

Quadrat Art. 35117    

(Prices do not include equipment, lamps or decoration)

Art. 35121

Art. 35120

Art. 35117
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Gharieni Pedicart Equipment Trolley

compact equipment trolley // Tip-On drawer // fold out compart-
ment for Hot-Cabi Mini // big light-running castors // high quality 
metal-wood combination // in white or wenge décor // further dé-
cors optional // metal components in titanium, white or dark brown

height: 60 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 23.6 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 16.9 in

Gharieni Pedicart Equipment Trolley
with seat cushion

height: 64 cm // width: 40 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 25.2 in // width: 15.7 in // depth: 16.9 in
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Gharieni Equipment Trolley  Cube Square

modern and clear design // two-coloured with white or wenge 
wooden decor // available in three variants: with a big drawer and 
an internal storage compartment, with two drawers or with one 
drawer and a storage compartment // noble metal-wood combina-
tion // rectangular white or titan or black-brown metal foot // more 
decor variations available

height: 78.5 cm // width: 43.6 cm // depth: 46 cm

height: 30.6 in // width: 17.0 in // depth: 17.9 in
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Gharieni Equipment Trolley Cube Select

optionally available with a big drawer and two spacious interior sur-
faces or with two medium sized drawers // big light-running castors 
// high quality metal wood combination // in white or wenge décor 
// metal base: White, titanium, dark brown // additional décor ver-
sions possible

height: 74 cm // width: 41 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 29.1 in // width: 16.1 in // depth: 16.9 in
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Vario Select

Vario Select with Doors
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Gharieni Vario Select Equipment Trolley

multi-purpose // optional installation of Hot Cabis or Hot-Stone 
warmers possible // laterally swivelling upper shelf // internal 
shelves in different heights // with castors // in white or wenge wood 
décor // metal curvatures in white, titanium or dark brown // addi-
tional equipment possible

height: 80 cm // width with doors closed: 70 cm // space with open 
doors: 130 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 31.5 in // width with doors closed: 27.6 in // space with open 
doors: 51.2 in // depth: 16.9 in

Vario Select Equipment Trolley with Doors

with two folding doors

Gharieni Vario Square Equipment Trolley

Features same as Vario Select // square design

height: 80 cm // width with doors closed: 70 cm // space with open 
doors: 130 cm // depth: 43 cm

height: 31.5 in // width with doors closed: 27.6 in // space with open 
doors: 51.2 in // depth: 16.9 in

Vario Square Equipment Trolley with Doors

with two folding doors

 Vario Square

 Vario Select
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Gharieni GlaStyle Equipment Trolley

equipment and preparations trolley // up to three swivelling glass 
décor trays with chrome border // light running castors // glass trays 
height adjustable and swivelling // rail can be shortened // optionally 
available with white or titanium base // magnifying lamp holder

dimensions of tray surface (oval): 35 x 56 cm

dimensions of tray surface (oval): 13.8 x 22.0 in

GlaStyle
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Gharieni Equipment Trolley Rotary Design

preparations trolley matching the Rotary Design multifunction 
treatment unit // 5 rotating drawers // five light running castors // 
handle // body made from high quality aluminium // 89 cm (35.0 in)
high // magnifying lamp holder
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Lamica

Gharieni Lamica Equipment Trolley

in high quality glass and wood appearance or in classic white // in-
dividually combinable // with two or three shelves, made from glass 
or wood // with or without drawers // in titanium, dark brown or with 
chrome frame // on big colour coordinated light-running castors
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Gharieni Lamica Wood Décor Equipment Trolley

with two wood décor trays
tray dimensions 41 x 64 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper 
tray at 72 cm height

tray dimensions 16.1 x 25.2 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper 
tray at 28.3 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42188TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42188CR  
with black tubing Art. 42188SC  

with three wood décor trays
tray area 41 x 64 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // middle tray at 
56 cm height // upper tray at 90 cm height

tray area 16.1 x 25.2 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // middle tray at 
22.0 in height // upper tray at 35.4 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42189TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42189CR  
with black tubing Art. 42189SC  

wood décor drawer   Art. 42190H284  

Gharieni Lamica Glass Décor Equipment Trolley

with two glass trays
tray area: 42 x 65 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper tray at 
70 cm height

tray area: 16.5 x 25.6 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper tray at 
27.6 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42186TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42186CR  
with black tubing Art. 42186SC  

with three glass trays
tray area: 42 x 65 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // middle tray at 
55 cm height // upper tray at 87 cm height

tray area: 16.5 x 25.6 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // middle tray at 
21.7 in height // upper tray at 34.3 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42187TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42187CR  
with black tubing Art. 42187SC  

Device for drawer 
with glass base Art. 42191  
wood décor drawer  Art. 42190H103  

Gharieni Lamica DecorLine Equipment Trolley

with two white trays
tray area 42 x 52 cm // lower tray at 22 cm height // upper tray at 
72 cm height

tray area 16.5 x 20.5 in // lower tray at 8.7 in height // upper tray at 
28.3 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42180TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42180CR  
with black tubing Art. 42180SC  

with three white trays
tray area: 42 x 52 cm // lower tray at: 22 cm height // middle tray at: 
56 cm height // upper tray at: 90 cm height

tray area: 16.5 x 20.5 in // lower tray at: 8.7 in height // middle tray 
at: 22.0 in height // upper tray at: 35.4 in height

with titanium tubing Art. 42185TI  
with chrome tubing Art. 42185CR  
with black tubing Art. 42185SC  

wood décor drawer  Art. 42190H103  
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Mano
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Gharieni Mano Manicure Table

desktop made from special bent glass // in different wood décors 
from our collection // with drawer container // metal elements in 
white, titanium, dark brown // drawer with tip-on technique // inte-
grated lamp holder // with black or white glass top

height: 79.5 cm // width: 129 cm // depth: 57 cm

height: 31.3 in // width: 50.8 in // depth: 22.4 in
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Gharieni Manicure Table  Cube Square

modern and clear design // two-coloured with white or wenge 
wooden decor // with drawer container // rectangular white or ti-
tan or black-brown metal components // including one big or two 
medium-sized drawers with a soft-slide-function // more decor vari-
ations available

height: 81 cm // width: 125 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.6 in // width: 48.8 in // depth: 19.5 in

Gharieni Manicure Table  Cube Square Duo

modern and clear design // two-coloured with white or wenge 
wooden decor // rectangular white or titan or black-brown metal 
components // optionally with one or two drawers equipped with 
a soft-slide-function on each side // two spacious internal storage 
compartments

height: 81 cm // width: 154 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.6 in // width: 60.1 in // depth: 19.5 in
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Gharieni Cube Select Manicure Table

wood décor in white or wenge // with drawer container // metal ele-
ments in white, titanium, dark brown // with a maxi or two middle 
drawers with soft retraction  // further décors optionally available // 
with or without nail dust collector

height: 81 cm // width: 125 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.9 in // width: 49.2 in // depth: 19.7 in

Cube Select without nail dust collector  
Cube Select with nail dust collector  

metal parts in chrome  

Gharieni Cube SelectDuo Manicure Table

wood décor in white or wenge // metal elements in white, titanium, 
dark brown // on both sides, optionally available with one or two 
drawers with soft retraction // Interior: two spacious compartments 
// with or without nail dust collector

height: 81 cm // width: 154 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.9 in // width: 60.6 in // depth: 19.7 in

Cube Select Duo without nail dust collector  
Cube Select Duo with nail dust collector  

metal parts in chrome  

(Prices do not include equipment or decoration)

Gharieni Cube Select Manicure Table

wood décor in white or wenge // with drawer container // metal ele-
ments in white, titanium, dark brown // with a maxi or two middle 
drawers with soft retraction  // further décors optionally available // 
with or without nail dust collector

height: 81 cm // width: 125 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.9 in // width: 49.2 in // depth: 19.7 in

Gharieni Cube SelectDuo Manicure Table

wood décor in white or wenge // metal elements in white, titanium, 
dark brown // on both sides, optionally available with one or two 
drawers with soft retraction // Interior: two spacious compartments 
// with or without nail dust collector

height: 81 cm // width: 154 cm // depth: 50 cm

height: 31.9 in // width: 60.6 in // depth: 19.7 in
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Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 63 cm (18.5 - 24.8 in) // turning saddle chair // 5 castor safety base // 
rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // with tilting seat to take strain off thighs 
// washable and hard wearing cover // white or coloured synthetic leather
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42501  

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* +

with long pneumatic spring, rest as Art. 42501 // pneumatic height adjustment, 56 - 80 cm (22.0 - 31.5 in)
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42498  

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Small* Floating * +

swinging seat which responds to movements // in two versions (soft 
and medium) // pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 63 cm (18.5 - 24.8 
in) // turning saddle chair // 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with 
roll stop function // hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in 
white or coloured
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42401W soft  
Art. 42401M medium  

Picture on right shows model with breathable high-tech fabric, 
black:
Surcharge:   

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large* +

with extra wide sitting surface // pneumatic height adjustment, 59 - 80 cm (23.2 - 31.5 in) // swivelling 
saddle chair 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // 
washable and hard wearing cover // white or coloured synthetic leather cover
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42512  

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large Air* +

with inflatable upholstery for more sitting comfort and prevention of pressure 
points // rest as Art. 42512 // upholstery: Synthetic leather, white

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42412  

Gharieni Saddle Chair, Anatomical, Large For Men* +

cut away at front side // rest as  Art. 42512  
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42411   

Art. 42501

Art. 42401

Art. 42512

Art. 42411
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Gharieni Chair with Oval Seat* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling oval seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
// synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with Air Floating System for more 
sitting comfort and avoidance of pressure points
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42515   

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42516  

Option: with Air Floating system
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42515AF  

Option: with Air Floating system and tilting seat
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42516AF  

Gharieni PU Stool+

pneumatic height adjustment, 46 x 59.5 cm (18.1 x 23.4 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest from 
PU // 5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and uphol-
stered backrest // washable and hard wearing cover in grey
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42420  

Gharieni PU Chair with Curved Backrest+

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 63 cm (19.7 - 24.8 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest from PU // 
5 castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and upholstered 
backrest // washable and hard wearing cover in grey
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42430  

Gharieni Chair MLX* +

exclusively designed seat with integrated storage compart-
ment // pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 
in) // swivelling seat // rest with height and tilt adjustment 
// attractive wood décor application in different designs // 5 
castor safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function 
// hard wearing cover // white or coloured synthetic leather 
cover

Art. 42420

Art. 42430

Art. 42515
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Gharieni Chair Square

pneumatic height adjustment // swivelling square seat // comfortable upholstery // arm and backrest 
// washable and hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally 
available with castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function

 

Gharieni Chair Rondo

pneumatic height adjustment // swivelling round seat // comfortable upholstery // with backrest // 
washable and hard wearing cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally avail-
able with castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function
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Art. 42555Art. 42076

Gharieni Small Chair without Armrests*+
pneumatic height adjustment, 47 - 60 cm (18.5 - 23.6 in) // swivelling square 
seat // comfortable upholstery and backrest // washable and hard wearing 
cover // synthetic leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with 
castors or fixed base // rubber castors with roll stop function
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42504   

with tilting sitting surface
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 42507    

Gharieni Small Chair with Armrests*+
pneumatic height adjustment, 40 - 53 cm (15.7 - 20.9 in) // swivelling square seat // 5 cross safety base 
without castors // comfortable upholstery and backrest // washable and hard wearing cover // Synthetic 
leather cover in white or coloured // optionally available with castors or fixed base
Art. 42555   

Gharieni Makeup Chair with Armrests*
pneumatic height adjustment, 57 - 83 cm (22.4 - 32.7 in) // extra wide 5 cross safety base // wide cir-
cular foot rest // rest as 42555
Art. 42076   

Gharieni Dental Type Chair with Curved Backrest*+
pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // round seat and swivelling backrest // 5 castor 
safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery and upholstered backrest 
// washable and hard wearing cover in white or coloured
Basic configuration with black base 
Art. 72100  

with floating design (no picture): the sitting surface tilts back and forth due to the weight shift
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 72101  

Gharieni Advance Chair with Armrests*
pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 63 cm (19.7 - 24.8 in) // swivelling square seat, tilting // 5 castor 
safety base // rubber castors with roll stop function // ergonomic backrest // load dependent seat and 
rest damping // white or coloured synthetic leather cover
Art. 42517  

Gharieni Advance Chair without Armrests* (no picture)
Art. 42519   

Gharieni Advance Makeup Chair with Armrests*
pneumatic height adjustment, 57 - 83 cm (22.4 - 32.7 in) // extra wide 5 cross safety base //  wide 
circular
foot rest // rest as 42517
Art. 42575   

Gharieni Backrest Upholstery 
for Advance chairs, removable

Art. 42566

Art. 42575

Art. 42517

Art. 42504 Art. 72100
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Art. 42566   

Gharieni Chair with Round Seat* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling round seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover // 
synthetic leather cover in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42505   

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42508  

Gharieni Stool with Round Seat* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling round seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover // 
synthetic leather cover in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42503  

Gharieni Saddle Chair* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling saddle seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42506  

Option: with tilting seat to take strain off thighs
Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42509  

Gharieni Saddle Stool* +

pneumatic height adjustment, 50 - 62 cm (19.7 - 24.4 in) // swivelling saddle seat // 5 castor safety base 
// rubber castors with roll stop function // comfortable upholstery // washable and hard wearing cover 
in white or coloured

Basic configuration with black base
Art. 42502  

Art. 42505

Art. 42503

Art. 42506

Art. 42502
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Foot switch for Height Adjustment

to change the height of the seat with the foot // can be integrated in several models of stool
Art. 42518   

Circular Foot Rest

available for all chairs and stools with the + symbol // to raise the position of the feet 
Art. 42500   

* Colour Upholstery

On stools and chairs with this symbol * it is possible to select your personal favourite colour upholstery from 
our different trend colours.

Colour surcharge stool*  
Colour surcharge chair*  

*A double surcharge applies to colours from the Ferrari palette.

+ Colour Castor Base

Available in
black                                                        
chrome   
titanium  

Accessories for Stools and Chairs

Universal stool cover
white, choco, cream Art. 42520  
 
Chair backrest cover 
white, choco, cream Art. 42530   
 
Stool cover for saddle seat, anatomical, large
white, choco, cream Art. 42523   
 
For saddle seat chair please order 2 x Art. 42530

Art. 42518

Art. 42500
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White

Yellow

Orange

Red

Magenta

Violet

Blue

Turquoise

Green

UV Protection Goggle
to protect the eyes for the customer during the 
use of coloured light or with corresponding treat-
ments that require it. In different colours avail-
able.
Art. 41844                                                   

Gharieni LED Coloured Light Lamp

on preparation trolley // with 5 turning shelves // on 
castors // body made from robust aluminium // piv-
oted lamp arm, change the mood with the targeted 
use of light!
The new LED high performance technology for 
your studio. Through the additive mixing of the col-
ours red, green and blue a visible colour spectrum 
of more than 16 million colours results.
Of this palette we have chosen eight of the most ef-
fective colours for you. Use the complete spectrum 
and in so doing advance the physical and mental 
well-being of your customer. Whether it is their face 
or body, with the LED coloured light lamp you can 
provide a head to toe treatment:

// Yellow can achieve serenity and comfort. The 
glandular activity is encouraged and the body is 
able to detox more easily. The sense of touch and 
temperature sensitivity are sensitised.
// Orange can increase optimism and joie-de-vivre. 
The need for pleasure and sensuality is strength-
ened. Metabolites are broken down more quickly 
and cell renewal is supported.
// Red means activity and movement. With the use 
of this colour the heart, kidneys and muscles are 
addressed and the circulation supported. The skin 
metabolism is encouraged. 
// Magenta has a harmonising and balancing effect 
on the entire body. It stimulates the heart, kidneys 
and circulation.

// Violet is one of the colder colours and has a bal-
ancing effect. It supports sleep and has an elevat-
ing and liberating effect.
// Blue means peace and relaxation. With this col-
our the nerves, skin and eyes are relaxed.
It can contribute to the improvement of hardened 
skin (in the keratin forming germinal layer).
// Turquoise is enlivening, cleansing and relieves 
pain. Headaches and nervousness can be allevi-
ated. Skin problems can be reduced with the en-
couragement of regenerative processes.
// Green as a stress reducing and eye strengthening 
effect. Irritated skin can be treated with this colour. 
Glandular function, and therefore the skin care, is 
also managed. 
// The 9th “colour”, the white light of the light diodes, 
combines the entire spectrum of colours.

With our latest development of LED coloured light 
lamps it is possible to initiate different modes: On 
selecting one of the individual colours for targeted 
treatment these can be used for up to 20 minutes. 
After that the coloured light lamp switches off au-
tomatically. Another mode enables the progressive 
changing of the light colours. The nine different col-
ours flow into each other like a rainbow. Achieve the 
greatest effect with the lowest level of power con-
sumption.
In comparison with conventional lights, LED lights 
stand out with an extremely long lifespan and very 
low power consumption.

Art. 61155  
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Gharieni Sand Pouches Warmer

table top device to warm up sand pouches // made from real wood 
// filled with Alpha Quartz Sand // infinitely variable heating system

height: ca. 24 cm // length: 63,5 cm // width: 23,5 cm 

height: ca. 9.4 in // length: 25.0 in // width: 9.3 in 
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Art. 91300
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Art. 91301

Art. 91301PArt. 91303

Art. 91302

Gharieni AluStyle Treatment Devices

in exclusive rotary type design and high quality titanium visuals // 
can be used separately as a table model // with modern LED il-
lumination

Peeling AluStyle

incl. a soft 2 cm (0.8 in) brush // a soft 4,5 cm (1.8 in) brush // a hard 
4,5 cm (1.8 in) brush // a sponge holder incl. ten sponges
Art. 91300  

Vac/Spray AluStyle

incl. a round ventouse, a flat ventouse a curved ventouse, a big and 
small suction cup // with two spray bottles and hose set
Art. 91301  

High Frequency AluStyle

incl. a soft 2 cm (0.8 in) and a 4,5 cm (1.8 in) round electrode, a 
neck electrode and an indirect electrode
Art. 91302  

Iono AluStyle

incl. one hand and two roller electrodes
Art. 91303  

Pulse Vac/Spray AluStyle

pulsating vacuum and spray function // incl. a round ventouse, a flat 
ventouse a curved ventouse, a big and small suction cup // with two 
spray bottles and hose set
Art. 91301P   
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Individual variety

Many customers want to design their treatment rooms individually 
according to their personal taste For this reason, with its wide range 
of wood décors, Gharieni can offer you the possibility of adapting 
your cabins, beds and devices to your ambience.
Through wood or colour applications, for instance, it is possible for 
certain treatment towers, beds and equipment trolleys to be with 
each other which therefore combine to form a single unit.
Use the possibility of your personal cabin!

Ask about our current patterns and receive 
individual advice!



Synthetic LeatherPU-Upholstery

 „Stamskin® Top“ Synthetic Leather

White 

Cream Macchiato

Pearl Macadamia Black Platinum Metallique Azure 

Atoll Ciel Amazon Pistache 

Choco White 

Saffron Orange Rouge Choco 

Ferrari-White Beige Cream Capuccino Brown 

Bordeaux Terracotta Ferrari Orange Green Vert 

Light Grey 

Dark Grey Macchiato 

Light Blue Ocean Purple Lilac Aubergine Dark Blue 

Matt Black

Gharieni Colour Chart 

Serge Ferrari Colour Chart

„Stamskin® One“
Synthetic Leather

Macchiato 

Designed to resist the harshest environments (out-
door, medical, contract, yachting, etc.), Stamskin 
One offers exceptional technical qualities and a 
unique finish.

Stamskin One ensures even easier cleaning and 
disinfection thanks to Elastomère Serge Ferrari 
technology. This specific formulation is insensitive 
to oils (massage oils, sun cream, etc.), body fluids 
and alcohols (detergents), and also offers improved 
breathability.

Anthracite 

Black 
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Discover the entire 
Gharieni product range ...

with our other catalogs:
 

"Medical, Feet & Care"
The catalogue "Medical, Feet & Care" shows over 100 clear and informa-
tive designed pages with new and proven treatment beds for medicine, 
podiatry, physiotherapy as well as practice facilities and devices.

"Wellness & Medical Accessories",
the catalog for consumables, offers on 156 pages all for cosmetics, foot 
care, nail design and hygiene.
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